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In this Issue
lf our designsand our manufacturingprocesseswere perfect,there would
be no need for testing, since every product coming off the assembly line
would work perfectly.In reality,the more complex the product,the more
testing it needs, and the more difficult the task of developingthorough,
exhaustivetests that can be completedin a reasonableamount of time. In
electronicprintedcircuitboard production,automatictest equipmentcan be
considereda contributionto the stateof the art if it testslarger,morecomplex
boards, tests them faster, tests them more thoroughly,tests them more
safely, and/or makes it easier for the test programmerto generatetests. In
this issue, the designersof the HP 3065 Board Test System tell us how their system makes
contributionsin all of these ways. Designedfor high-volumeproductiontestingof large,complex
printed circuit boards, the HP 3065 does both functionaltesting (Does the board work?) and
in-circuittesting (ls any part wrong, misloaded,faulty, or out of tolerance?Are there solder
splashescausingshort circuits?ls there assemblydamage?).By carefullyminimizingthe biggest
contributorto test time-the long overhead time between individualtests while the computer
transfersdata-the HP 3065's designershave made the system fast, particularlyin testingintegrated circuitson boards. lt can test more than 30 lCs per secondof just about any complexity.
In 20 seconds, it can test for short circuits and test all of the analog and digital parts on a
14-by-'l8-inch board with 206 lCs and 100 analog devices.
The HP 3065 does in-circuittesting by forcing the inputs of a device to known levels.To do
this, it sometimeshas to overpowerother deviceson the boardthat are connectedto the device
undertest. This technique,which is calledoverdriving,has been knownto cause failuresat times
and has been suspectedof shorteningthe lifetimesof circuitcomponents.So that this won't be
a problem in the HP 3065, the system's softwareautomaticallyanalyzeseach test for damage
potentialand limitscurrents,voltages,and test durationsto safe values.The articleon page 20
describeshow these safe levels are determinedand maintained.
Like many other board test systems,the HP 3065 uses a bed-of-nailstest fixture.Our cover
photographshows it cut in half so you can see what's inside.The board under test is placedon
top and then a vacuum is applied (throughthe hoses you can see in the picture)to pull the
platformholdingthe board down towardsthe platformunderneathit. This forces the oins of the
test fixtureagainstthe nodes of the printedcircuitboard.To write a test programfor a particular
board, all a programmerhas to do is tell the HP 3065 what kinds of componentsare connected
to the various nodes. ll the board has been designed using a CAD (computer-aideddesign)
system,the HP 3065 can simply be given a data file from the CAD system.The HP 3065 then
looks in its large libraryfor individualcomponenttests, writes an overalltest program,optimizes
it, and generatesa wiring diagramto tell the test personnelhow to connectthe bed of nails to
the system's pins (they're in the holes in the bottom platform in the cover photo). lf there are
componentson the boardthat aren't in the system'slibrary,the programmerhas to tell the system
how to test them. Usually,90% or more of the componentswill be in the library.Three articles
in this issue deal with variousfacets of the HP 3065's automatictest generationsoftware.
High-volumetesters for complex boards aren't inexpensive.However, the HP 3065's high
throughputand automatictest generationtend to minimizethe cost per test, and the information
it gathersabout productiondefectscan lead to improvementof the designand the manufacturing
process.All thingsconsidered,it can be the mostcost-effective
solutionto a formidableproblem.
_R. p. Dolan

What's Ahead
The Novemberissuewill describethe designand featuresof threedifferentkindsof HP products.
An easy-to-usenetwork analyzer,the HP 3577A,and a companionS-parametertest set, the HP
35677N8, are discussedin three articles.Two more articles describe the HP 293X family of
high-qualitydot-matriximpact printersand the custom lC developedto coordinatetheir printing
functions.The last articledescribesa ruggedterminal,the HP 3081A,designedfor use in severe
industrialenvironments.
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TheHP3065BoardTestFamily:ASystem
Overview
Thisboard fesfsysfemfeaturesmenu-drivenautomatictesf
g eneration, high di gital IC throughput, overd rive p rotection,
multipletesf stafions,and networkingcapability.
by Thomas R. Fay and John E. McDermid

HE MANUFACTURE OF TODAY's sophisticated
electronic equipment usually requiresthe assembly
of one or more printed circuit boards,each containing one or more integrated circuits and a number of discrete
components. As these boards grow more complex, increasing in the number of components and interconnections,
the need for testing these boards quickly and easily becomes more important. The sheer numbers of parts and
subassemblies conspire to make maintaining quality and
production yields difficult. What is worse, the farther along
in assembly a product gets, the more difficult it becomes
to excite, detect, and diagnose manufacturing defects. The
result is that it becomes very attractive to test subassemblies
at a level of integration high enough so that the number of
remaining assembly steps is manageable, but before the
view into the causesof problems becomes clouded by comtoo
plexity. Printed circuit boards fit this bill nicely-not
complex to test, diagnose, and repair; not so low-level that

the number of boards to be assembled presents a severe
quality problem.
The HP 3065 Board Test System (Fig. 1) is Hewlett-Packard's latest model for evaluating complex analog/digital
printed circuit boards. Building on the strengths of HP's
earlier board test systems, it has many features that simplify
the development of complex board tests and enhance their
usefulness in the production environment. A "computer
behind the pins" design incorporates an improved in-circuit test program generator, called IPG-II, that is capable
of generating correct tests for an average of go% of the
circuit components and digital devices found on a typical
circuit board. Up to 22 analog or digital cards ma5' be used
in the system. Each digital card can address up to 48 circuit
nodes and each analog card can address up to 64 nodes.
The wiring connections between the cards and the board
are assigned by IPG-II, because the digital cards multiplex
one driver/receiver channel for every four nodes (12 chan-

Fig. 1. fhe HP 3065 Board Test
Family provides prrnted circuit
board manufacturerswith a combination of high throughput,excel/enttest quality,and low progrcmmlng costs for evaluatingcomplex
digital and analog circuit boards.
The basic configuration shown
consists of a measurement section (right), an instrument sectrbn
(center),and a programmingstation (left).
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nels per card). The multiplexing schemelowers hardware
cost and the wiring assignmentby IPG-IIreducestest setup
time.
Becausethe HP 3065 can perform both analogand digital
tests at both the in-circuit device and the board function
Ievel, complex ICs and circuits such as ROMs, microprocessors,analog-to-digitalconverters,memory boards, and
instrumentation amplifiers can be evaluated.
In-circuit testing of digital devices often requires overdriving adjacent device inputs and outputs to obtain the
necessarytest conditions. To minimize any stresson these
overdriven devices that might degradetheir functionality
or lifetime, the HP 3065 has carefully designedsafeguards
built into its test software.
Carefulattention to the HP 3065'shardwareand software
design has resulted in improved test throughput of greater
than 30 ICs per second.A friendly forms entry format allows nontechnical personnel to enter board descriptions
quickly to lower the costof test development.Alternatively,
the board description can be supplied directly in ASCII
format by the CAD/CAM systemusedto designthe board.
Sincethe datagatheredduring production testingis often
of value to other manufacturing activities such as quality
control, inventory control, and yield improvement, the HP
3065 supports several links for networking to other systems, including earlier HP 306X Test Systems,HP 1000
and HP 3000Computers,and many HP desktopcomputers.
The box on page 6 describesthe HP Q-STAR featuresrecently added to the HP 3065.
Board Testing Considerations
There are several important reasonsfor using a board
test system.Most frequently it is used to filter the manufacturing processso that defectscan be detectedand eliminated at the earliest possible stage of the process.Early
detection reduces the expenseassociatedwith correcting
these defects.
A second and very important reason is to measurethe
manufacturing process so that corrective action can be
taken to prevent future defects.An HP 3065 Systemallows
parametersto be measured on every component on the
printed circuit board as well as the board itself. With this
kind of measurementcapability, large amounts of data can
be taken and examined,control charts developed,and the
effect of processchangesdetermined.
A third reasonis to increasethe capacity of an existing
production process.Often, the ability to increasethe volume of boards manufacturedin a given time is limited by
the availability of skilled technicians.If much of their time
is spent tracking difficult problems that in the end can be
traced to short-circuited,misloaded, wrong, or grossly defective components, then throughput can be greatly improved with the use of a board test system.
The major application area for the HP 3065 is in the
production environment. While this system can be used
in field or depot repair applications,the necessaryquantity
of test fixtures is typically larger and the quantity of boards
of a single type is lower. Hence,for somefield repair applications, the system may not be cost-effective.Also many
of the library testsare customizedto the type of fault spectrum that is found in production. As an example,on-board

short circuits are seldom the cause of a field failure, but
can be quite common in the production environment.
Production testing of printed circuit boards has some
rather strong constraints. First, the development of tests
for boards naturally must follow the developmentof those
boards and hence occurs near the end of the development
cycle. On the other hand, testing is a vital part of starting
up production of the boards, especially in the beginning
when the production processneeds to be fine-tuned. The
result is a squeezeplay on the test development time and
the test programmer,especially since products often contain multiple boards that reach production almost simultaneously.In these boom situations,the number of skilled
test designersfrequently falls short of the requirements,
and is often too small in any case.
Another severeconstraint is the way that testingfits into
the manufacturing process.First, it must not take much
time out of the total manufacturing time for a board, or it
becomes a bottleneck and a work-in-process inventory
builder-neither very desirable. Second, it must test the
boards thoroughly so that what emergesfrom the test processarereliable boards.And third, it must provide diagnostic information so that defective boards can be quickly
repaired. Finally, testing must provide useful real-time
feedbackon the manufacturing processso that production
yields can be steadily improved and excessscrap can be
avoided. Being able to communicate test results to other
manufacturing computer data bases and systems is also
important.
The HP 3065 Board Test System deals with all of these
problems. Its internal test program generator (IPG-II) automatically generatestest sequencesfrom a description of
the board so that tests that cover g0% of the manufacturing
defectscan be createdvery rapidly. Thesetestscan be used
to provide early feedback on board quality and can be
further enhanced manually as time permits to increase
coverageand further improve yields. The automatednature
of the test generationand the simplified user interfacecombine to allow novice techniciansto handle the testing.The
use of a multiprogrammed computet as a controller allows
the HP 3065 to support multiple programming stationsto
meet widely varying test development work loads. The
same computer has sufficient power to let the HP 3065
support up to three test heads, each providing excellent
test throughput.
Within the frequency limitation of the bed of nails (matrix of spring-loadedpins for making connections to the
board under test, see cover photograph)and the accuracy
limits of the HP 3065,the systemis also capableof performing functional testing on the board under test. The full
range of HP's programmableHP-IB (IEEE4BB)instrumentation can be used to facilitate these measurements.This
makes it possibleto test individual componentsand functionally check, adjust, and qualify a printed circuit board
with one operation on the same piece of test equipment.
System Hardware
The HP 3065Systemis the culmination of two significant
developmentefforts----one
in hardware,the other in software.
The hardware effort produced about 29 different printed circuit boards(someof which are quite large)and three full bays
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of equipment. This hardware has three major components:
the controller, the test headsand optional test-headequipment, and the programmingstationsand peripheraldevices.
Controller. The HP 3065CController is an HP 1000E-Series
Computer with up to 2M bytes of memory, a 140M-byte
disc drive, and a quick-disconnect panel for test heads,
programming stations, and peripherals. The controller is
capable of concurrently operating up to three test headsand
three programming stations. The test heads and the programming stations can be located up to 90 meters away from
the controller by adding two bus extendersto the controller
for each remote test station. Up to six extenders can be
mounted in the controller. Network interfacesare provided
for both high-level data link control (I{DLC) and X.25 protocols. HP-IB interfacesare a standard part of the system.
Additionally, a modem interface is provided for a remote
terminal that can be used as either a programming station
or for remote diagnostic capability.
Test Heads.A test head consistsof two full bays:the measurement bay and the instrument bay. Within the measure-

HP Q.STAR
The HP 3065 is more than just a board test system, it is a
cornerstone of the HP Q-STAR (Quality Systems for Test,
Analysis,and Repair)network.This integratedpackage of software and hardwareis designed to simplifythe solutionof inter
related problemsoJ test, analysis,and repair of printed circuit
boards. Some of the leaturesprovided by HP Q-STARinclude:
r HP CAD-VANTAGE.
This softwareallows users to develop test
programs faster by automaticallycapturing circuit data from
a wide variety of commerciallyavailableor proprietaryCAD
systems.
I HP Q-STATS.
This softwarecan be used to identifytrends in
component parameters,manufacturingboard yields, repair
productivity,and qualityby providingtest managersand programmerswith summarizeddata from the test and repairprocesses.
r HP CHEKPoINT.
This software automaticallyverifies that the
spring-loadedpins in the bed-of-nailsboard test fixture are
actuallymaking contact to the board under test.
I HPREMOTE
This featureprovideson-linecomSUPPORT/3065.
municationsbetweenHP 3065 computersystemsand HP support centers to help reduce downtimewhen servicing is reouired.
r High-levelnetworkaccess.This softwareallowsusersto share
data among various computer systems via RS-232-CN.24,
HP-IB(IEEE488),and HP-DSlinks.
I Expandeddigitaltest library.New in-circuittests for the most
popularnew LSIdevicesto help reducetest developmenttime
for state-of-the-art
board designs.
I IPG-Il enhancements.New analysis algorithms reduce the
amountof manualadjustmentsrequiredto completedevelopment of a test program.
r Barcode data entry. The HP 3065 softwarenow allows the
use of a bar-code reader for hlgh-levelentry of repair and
board ldentificationdata for tracking boards throughthe test
anri

ronair

lnnn

thE
I HPPAPERLESS
ThiSSOftWATC
EIiMiNAIES
REPAIF/REPORTING.
need for paper failurereports,permitstrackingof the test and
repair history for improved repair operation control, and
gathersthe repair data for analysisby HPQ-srATS.
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ment bay are floating voltageand current sources.In addition to dc, ac, and function generatorsources,there are ac
and dc voltmeters,frequency counters,and a pulse width
detector. These sources and detectors can be used with
special circuitry to isolate the component under test and
measureother parameterssuch as resistance,capacitance,
inductance, diode voltage drop, and transistor ac B. Also
within the measurementbay are digital drivers and receivers, memory for test vectors, and a high-speed computer
to sequence and validate test vectors. All multiplexing
necessaryto interface to the board under test is contained
in this bay. The instrument bay contains power supplies
for the device under test and any optional IIP-IB instrumentation that the user may wish to configure into the system.
Additional equipment frequently requested for particular
applications includes an HP 1980A/B Oscilloscope,an FIP
3325A Frequency Synthesizer, an HP 5335A Universal
Counter, and an HP 3456A SystemVoltmeter.
Programming Stations. Programming stations consist of
terminals, additional computer memory, and whatever
peripherals are desired. These programming stations can
be used while the test head is in operation without significantly affecting test-headperformance.
System Software
The software for the HP 3065 is the result of a large
designeffort-writing, integrating,and testingabout450,000
lines of source code. This software is a fully integrated
system of eleven major packages(Fig. 2):
I Screeneditor
r Board Test BASIC
r Manual board topology entry
I Board topology from computer-aideddesign and manufacturing systems
r Automatic in/circuit test progtam generator (IPG-II)
r Wire list
r Test plan
I Vector control language (VCL)
I Digital libraries and test safeguards
I Networking
r Confirmation and diagnostics.
Screen Editor. A very important design objective was to
integratethese software entities so that the user perceives
only one. The key to this integration is the editor. It provides users with a window on the software that is always
the same.At the top of the programming station's display
screenis a status line where the current stateof the machine
and any error messagesare displayed. The next line down
is the command line. A statement in the command line is
parsed and executed immediately when the executesoftkey
is pressed.Execution of statementson this line is indepensoftkey is
dent of the editor's mode. When the command/edit
pressed,the cursor togglesbetweenthe command line and
the edit area. Files are placed in the edit area with a load
command. Wheneverediting is done, each line is checked
for correct syntax before it is accepted. If an error is detected, it is reported in the statusline so that the user can
correct it immediately. The definition of what is syntactically correct changeswith each mode.
Board Test BASIC. Board Test BASIC is an adaptation of
BASIC to the board test environment. It has been written

so that languageextensions can be provided for specific
board test functions such as testing a resistor or a digital
device. The interpretive nature of BASIC makes it easy to
test and debug. Specialiied statementssuch as testmake
invocation of high-speed compiled languages(like that
used to test digital devices)very natural and remove the
speedlimitation often associatedwith an interpretive language.Board Test BASIC is the control structure for the
user. Whether the task is sequencinga seriesof tests,copying a file from one location to another, or controlling a
group of editor commands, it is accomplished through
BASIC. See the article on page 25 for more details.
Manual Entry. The manualboardtopology entry is a special
software product optimized for use by clerically skilled
personnel.Its "fill-in-the-blank" forms entry is easyto learn
and minimizes the amount of typing that needsto be done
to enter data manually. Data for entry into this packageis
taken directly from the schematicand material list for the
board. (Examplesof displays for entering data for a resistor
and a transistorareshown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.)This package
can be enteredeither from the command line or scheduled
from a BASIC program. Scheduling it from a program allows a user to predefineall files and output devicesso that
clerically skilled personnelwill not needany programming
knowledge.
CAD/CAM Entry. The board description entry software is
designedto acceptASCII files (from any source)as an alternative way of obtaining information about the board. If
material lists and boardtopology areavailablefrom another
computer in ASCII form, this method of entry will greatly
enhance the productivity of the system. When an ASCII
file is availablein the predefinedformat, it can be compiled
into a file that can be viewed and edited on the HP 306s
using the board description package.This allows corrections to be made or information added in a straightforward
way.
IPG-II. After the printed circuit board information is
loaded,the next step is to develop a test program.An automatic in-circuit test program generator,called IPG-II, is

provided that produces analog and/or digital tests for each
individual component. This analysis takes into account
test instrumentation effects on the measurement process
and reduces the effects of other devices connected to the
component under test by using a technique called guarding.1 Automatic program generation uses the topology information from the board, material list information, and
library information on digital parts and then combines
them to produce a BASIC program called Test Ptan.Experience has demonstrated that more than 90% of these tests
will not require any manual adjustments by the user (see
articles on page 11 and page 31).
Wire List. A second output of the program generator is a
complete set of fixture wiring instructions and a wire list.
Each type of board to be tedted requires a specially designed
text fixture (bed of nails) which uses spring-loaded pins
to make connections to each critical circuit node on the
board (see Fig. 5). The wire list is a file that specifies which
test fixture connection points must be connected by the
user to which spring-loaded pin. For convenience of production change orders, an old wire list can be used as an
input to the program generator and a minimum set of
changes will be output.
Test Plan. The Test Plan program output by the in-circuit
program generator IPG-II serves to sequence all the tests
for the board. It can be edited or augmented by the user in
the same way as any BASIC program. TestPlancontrols four
major types of tests: the Shorts test, analog in-circuit tests,
digital in-circuit tests, and functional tests. The Shorts test
(see article on page 28) is designed to find connectivity
errors on the board. It tests the connectivity from one node
to all other nodes on the board and expects to find no
undesired connections on a good board. Analog tests check
passive and many active components for important parameters such as resistance, capacitance, and inductance. Digital tests apply test patterns to prove that the correct device
is installed and that a connection exists to all pins.
VCL and Digital Libraries. Digital tests are written in vector
control language (VCL). This compiled language is de-

User-Detined
Digltal
Libraries
. Custom lcs
a
I
a

.rr

ExislingFixtwg
Wiring Data

Fig.2, The softuvaresystem supplied with the HP 3065 Board Test
System. IPG-ll is HP's secondgeneration in-circuit test program
generator. Requiring only board
topology as lts mpuf, /PGJI uses
digital test libraries and the circuit's description to generate the
analog and digital in-circuit test
program.
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Fig. 3. Dlsp/ay screen for entering resistor test information.

Fig.4. Displayscreen for entering transistortestinformation.

signed explicitly for the bit-slice processor within the test
head. The high-level language is compiled into object form
and stored in a special disc file called the turbofile. When
a digital test is executed, the obiect code for that particular
device is retrieved from the disc (via the cache memory)
and sent to the test head where it becomes the executable
code for the bit-slice processor. Included in the digital device tests are safeguard features to protect devices under
test from potential stress caused by in-circuit testing. These
protective features and the primary failure mechanisms
influencing their design in the HP 3065 are discussed in
the article on page 20.
The architecture of the vector control language for a digital test closely parallels the architecture of the hardware.
Structurally it is divided into three sections: the device
declaration section, the vector definition section, and the
vector execution section. Information in the device declaration section describes the device pins and their function,
such as input, output, or bidirectional, and provides information on how to connect the device to drivers and
receivers. The vector definition section describes the test
vectors (device input/output conditions). It is this data that
is stored in the pin RAMs. The vector execution section
sequences the vectors, subroutines, homing loops, and
counters, and forms the executable code for the bit-slice
processor.
Networking. A very important feature of the system is the
ability to interconnect several HP 3065 Systems. The network used is a topology-independent architecture supporting such diverse structures as star, string, and ring connections. Each network node has a store-and-forward capability and a network-wide nodal addressing system' A network system can be configured with redundant paths and
a dynamic message rerouting system automatically bypasses a "down" node or communication link. The integrity of the message is assured by cyclic redundancy checking on all frames that are sent. The interface retransmits
all frames received in error so that even large files can be
received error free. The result is that a single copystatement
in BASIC is all that is required to communicate with a

remote device or file. The store-and-forward operation occurs transparently on intervening machines and does not
affect testing.
Confirmation and Diagnostics. Finally, no system would
be worthwhile if failures couldn't be detected and isolated
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Fig. 5. Cutaway vrew of test fixture. Contact to the board
under test is made by using vacuum to pull the board down
onto a configurationof springloaded pins(bed of nails).The
HP 3065 tellsthe user how to wire these pinsto the testfixture.

Confirmation-Diagnostics
Incorporatedinlo an electronicproductionline, the HP 3065
Board Test Systembecomesa key factor in determiningoverall
throughput.Therelore,system failurescan have a tremendous
impacton productivity.
Becauseof this,the HP 3065is provided
package that can quickly and accuwith a hardware/software
ratelydiagnosefailing hardwarein the system.
Confirmation-Diagnostics,
as this package has become
known, had severaldesign objectives.The first was to provide
a fast verificationof systemintegrity.This is called confirmation.
This test, which runs in less than 20 minutes,verifiesthat all
system hardwareis operatingproperly.This knowledgeis very
importantto a productionline supervisorwho must be able to
trust the board test resultsproduced by the HP 3065
The second objectiveof Confirmation-Diagnostics
was to provide a set of teststhat would be able to locatethe exact hardware
failure,should one be detected by the confirmationtest. This
softwarepackagewill isolatea problemin the systemby running
more comprehensivetests. These tests are able to isolate a
failuredownto any singlerelayor to the electronics
on any single
printedcircuitboard.Thus,a failurecan be isolatedquicklydown
to a module that can be replaced easily in the field. This saves
the customercostly down time.
lmplementing
Confirmation-Diagnostics
was partof the overall
productdefinitionfrom the very beginning.Everyprintedcircuit
board designedfor the system includesfeaturesthat allow it lo
be testedfunctionallyunderremotesoltwarecontrol.One printed
circuitboard in the scannerbay was designatedspecifically
as
a testingcard.Theelectronics
on thiscard interfaces
to the other
scannercards througha specialfixture.This test card{ixture
combinationallows diagnosticaccess to every scannerpoint in
the system.The system DVM and other test hardwarebuilt into
the HP 3065 Systemcan use this access to verify all the electronicsin the system.
The majorinvestmentin implementing
Confirmation-Diagnostics was in software development.This portion of the project
involvedover five engineer-yearsof effort.The softwarepackage includesa menu-driven,easy-to-operate
user interfacethat
makes extensiveuse of softkeys.lt also includes almost one
thousandtests,each one designedto test particularsystemfunctions. These tests are executed and managed by an executive
which also keeps a log of all tests performed.This executive
alsoanalyzesthe testresultsto determinewhichmoduleor modules are laulty.
Diagnostics
can be run automatically
on a completeHP 3065
System,or can be run selectivelyon any subsystem,printed
circuitboard,or evenindividual
relays.In addition,any individual
test can be run in a loop or single-stepped
throughits various
operations.
Thesefeaturesareusefulforin-depthtroubleshooting
bv fieldserviceoersonnel.

quickly. The confirmation and diagnosticpackagesare designed to do just that (seebox). The confirmation part of
the software is designed to be run by any board test
operator.All that is required of the operatoris to establish
a valid log-on, place the diagnostic fixture on the system,
and press START.Then, in ten to twenty minutes, depending on the hardware configuration,a test head can be certified functional. The pass/failcondition is returned to the
operator.If the test head is inoperative,service-trainedpersonnel should be consulted. By invoking the diagnostic
packagefor the test head,servicepersonnelcanview failing
confirmation tests.
An automaticdiagnosticfeaturecan be usedto determine
the most probable module to replace.Another important
part of the diagnostic packageis the ability to use it remotely. This allows HP servicepersonnelto accessa user's
system from their office and come much better prepared
to solve a problem in the field.
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AutomaticTest ProgramGeneration
for
DigitalBoardTesting
by RobertE. Balliew
EDUCING THE AMOUNT of time and the level of
programming skill required to develop a valid test
program is a highly desiredfeatureof a printed circuit board test system. Using a "fill-in-the-blank" form of
component and board data entry, the in-circuit program
generator (IPG-II) of the HP 3065 Board Test System automatically creates a custom analog and digital test plan
for a board, cutting test programming time for complex
boards from weeks to a few days.
This article discusses the digital test generation methods
used by IPG-II. The analog test generation methods are
discussed separately in the articles on pages 28 and 31.
The major tasks done by the digital portion of the program
generator are scanner card pin assignment for digital nodes,
modifying digital library tests affected by the board topology, and disabling other devices on the same bus with the
device under test. Typically, IPG-II can write more than
90% of the tests for a circuit board without any user intervention other than data entry.
The program generator writes tests for each digital IC on
the board. Each digital IC's test is kept in a separate file.
The digital tests are compiled and a statement in the HP
3065's Board Test BASIC language causes a compiled digital test to be loaded into the test head and executed. The
HP 3065 System contains a library of digital tests which
the program generator uses to create the digital test for each
IC on the board. (This library is discussed in the article on
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Fig.2. Configurationsof a NANDgate used as an inverter.
page 23.) To simplify the system for the user, the same
language is used to write new tests for the library and/or
for direct execution.
To reduce hardware costs, the digital stimulus/response
channels in the HP 3065H Test Station are each multiplexed to a number of nodes on the circuit board under
test (see article on page 14 and box on page 13). Obviously,
the more nodes that can be multiplexed to one channel,
the fewer the channels that are required for a given set of
nodes and the lower the cost. However, there is a practical
limit since each node of a single device under test must
be assigned to a different channel. In addition, no node in
the group of nodes assigned to a channel can require any
of the other nodes in the group for any subsequent part of
the board test sequence. In the HP 3065H, the multiplexing
ratio is L:4 and the task of assigning device nodes to channel
groups is handled by the program generator so that there
are no conflicts.
Assignment Algorithm
Before committing to a multiplexed digital hardware design, the feasibility of performing the desired test pin assignments had to be determined. Three things determine
the efficiency of the pin assignment-the topology of the
board (degree to which its ICs are interconnected), the assignment algorithm itself, and the multiplexing ratio. It is
possible to postulate a board that cannot be efficiently assigned, namely a board with a single IC (see Fig. 1a). It is
also possible to postulate a board that can be efficiently
assigned, namely a board with N separate circuits (where
N is greater than or equal to the degree of multiplexing,
see Fig. 1b). All real boards must lie somewhere between
these two extremes.

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Example of a board topology that cannot be effi_
ciently assigned for in-circuit testing. Here, seven channels
and a multiplexing ratio of 1:1 are required. (b) Example of
a board topology that can be efficienily assigned. Here, only
two channels are required and the multiplexing ratio is 1:N,
where N is the number of inverters on the board.

Fig.3. Exampleof a bused part topology
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An optimal assignment algorithm would be far too complex computationally, considering that a board could have
in excess of one thousand nodes. The performance of an
assignment algorithm is a function of how many different
ways exist to assign the pins to the nodes without a conflict.
To answer these design questions, two assignment routine
variations were coded and run on over a dozen different
real board topologies. Multiplexing ratios of 2:1',4:1, B:1,
16:1, and 32:1 were tried. The following general trends
were observed in the data: all boards were assigned with
good to very good efficiency (90% to 9g%), the larger the
board the more efficient the pin assignment, and the larger
the multiplexing ratio the less efficient the assignment.
Both variations of the assignment routine performed well.
However, one had a slight advantage. One variation always
attempted to assign pins so that existing channel groups
were used fully. The other variation attempted to assign
pins to channel groups in as balanced a fashion as possible.
This second approach tended to leave openings in more
groups, allowing more choices later in the process, which
intuitively accounts for its slight efficiency advantage.
The assignment algorithm used by IPG-II consists of the
following. First, the board topology is read in and then
tests for each digital device are read from the HP 3065's
device library. The program generator determines which
test uses which nodes. The nodes are sorted in a manner
that tends to make the pin assignment faster and more
efficient. The program generator then loops through the
list of nodes and looks for a pin location in the scanner to
assign the node. If there are no tests in common between
the tests required by the new node and the nodes already
assigned to a multiplexed group, then the node is assigned
to that group. Otherwise, the next group is checked' If no
partially filled group is found in which a node can be
assigned, then a new group is allocated. If upon completion
more groups (channels) are allocated than the existing testhead hardware configuration can support, the user is informed of how many additional scanner pin cards are required. (The HP 3065 can contain upIo22 digital scanner
cards, each providing 12 channels.)

(a)
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(c)

Fig.4. (a) NANDgate and library
test table. (b) Use of NANDgate m
(a) on circuit board under test. (c,)
Modified library test for topology
shown in (b).

Real World Problems
The basic concept of a digital in-circuit test system is to
test each IC on the board as if it were a stand-alone part.
However, since the ICs are actually installed on a printed
circuit board, there are problems with simply testing the
part as if it were a stand-alone IC. First, it is a common
practice in digital design to change the function of a part
by tying nodes together, tying a node high (logic one), or
tying a node low (logic zero). For example, a NAND gate
may be converted into an inverter by tying its inputs together or tying one input high (see Fig. 2). Another problem
induced by having the IC installed on a board is that some
of the ICs may be bused together (see Fig. 3). To observe
the response of one device on a bus, all other devices on
that bus must be disabled.
IPG-II has the intelligence to handle testing protrlems
that might be encountered because of the above constraints.
This reduces the effort required to write a new test for the
library because the library test programmer need not be
concerned with anticipating and handling all the possible
various alternate topologies for a device. Instead, the programmer concentrates on writing a test that does a good
job of testing the part and the program generator takes care
of adapting the test for alternate topologies. For devices
that can be disabled, all that is required in the device test
library is the information on how to disable the device.
Digital test generation involves analyzing the board
topology around each digital part on the board. Based on
this analysis, the standard library program for each device
is automatically modified by IPGJI to resolve conflicts between the topology and the library program and to disable
other devices bused to the device under test. The topologies
for which the program generator must modify the library
test are nodes tied high, low, or unknown, unconnected
nodes, and nodes tied together.

ResolvingTopologyConflicts
All nodesthat are tied high, tied low, tied unknown, and
unconnected in the topology have their pin numbers replaced by a * in all assignstatementsin the digital library

(b)

Fig.5. (a) D-type flipJlop and library test sequence. (b) Use ot
flipJlop on board under test. For
this topology, the library test is
modified by removing lest vector
unit one.

Disable 3 with 1 io zero
Disable 3 with 2 to zero

'|
2
3
4

=|)-.'

Board Test Connection
Terminology

Pin
123
001
011
110
101

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6. (a) Open-collector output NANDgate. (b) Library test
and disable vectors tor (a).
program. The {. pins are ignored when the test is compiled.
This technique allows the program generator to handle
nodes that are tied high, low, or unknown, or that are
unconnected without requiring it to modify and reformat
all the vector definition blocks in a test program.
The program generator looks at the test, checking each
test vector separately for conflicts with the topology. If any
pin setting is in conflict with the topology, then the vector
containing it is in conflict, and the program generator will
not allow the vector to be executed. If the test is a combinatorial digital program, then conflicting execute,preset
counter,counl, or call statements are deleted. If the library
test is a sequential digital program, then the entire digital
unit in the program (unitthrough endunitstatements) containing a conflicting vector is removed.
To show how the program generator handles a typical
test situation, suppose that the library contains a test for a
NAND gate as shown in Fig. 4a. The board under test uses
this part as shown in Fig. 4b. Hence, IPG-II modifies the
Iibrary test by removing the executecommands for vectors
two and four, resulting in the test shown in Fig. 4c.
Obviously the program generator cannot simply remove
only the conflicting vectors from the test for a sequential
device and still expect the test to work properly. To handle
this situation, sequential tests are organized into units that
are independent of each other. Each unit contains one or
more vectors as shown in Fig. 5a, which lists a portion of
the library test for a D-type flip-flop. As an example, consider the case where this device is connected as shown in
Fig. 5b. Since this device test is sequential and the first
vector in unit one is in conflict, IPG-II modifies the library
test for this topology by removing unit one.

DisablingBuses
To test a device,all outputsof other devicesbusedto
the device under test must be disabled so that the
of the device under test can be observed. The
generator disables devices by using one vector
one or more times, depending on the devices

response
program
executed
involved

Node A

Node B

Node X

Fig, 7. Bused arrangement of tvvoof thep artsshown in Fig. 6.

The readernot intimately
familiarwith boardtestingmay find
the nomenclature
usedto describecircuitand test systemelectrical connectionsto be occasionallyconfusing.For example,
the term "pin" can be used to describea lead of an lC, the
pin in the "bed-of-nails"
spring-loaded
testtixture,or an input/outputconnection
on a digitalscannercard.Hence,thef igurebelow
may be a usefulreference.
Componenl

.-fl

I
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1""d" i

i
Circuit
Board

Digital Scanner Card

(some may have to be clocked), and then left set for the
duration of the device test.If the programgeneratorcannot
find a way to disable all the busessimultaneouslywithout
affectingany of the nodesof the deviceunder test,it checks
all the vectors remaining in the test for conflicts with the
enableddevice.If there is a conflict, the programgenerator
asksthe user to add the codeto disablethe busesmanually.
IPG-II will disable as much of each bus as it can.
For example, supposethat the device shown in Fig. 6a
has a test in the library as shown in Fig. 6b. Fig. 7 shows
two of thesedevicesconnectedin a bus arrangement.When
testing U1, the program generatormust determine how to
disableU2 without affectingthe test for U1 and then modify
the test for U1 so that it performs the disable vector. Fig.
B shows the modified test.Note that the programgenerator
can not use node B in Fig. Z to disable U2, becausethat
node is required by the test for U1.
IPG-II disables buses on a device by adding the nodes
required to disable the busesto the device's test program.
Thesenodes are specifiedin assignstatementsadded to the
declarationsection of the device'stest program.The value
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One comment documents which revision of the software
createdthe test and what day and time the sourcefile was
created. Another comment informs the user which devices
and nodes must be disabledbefore a device can be tested.
In most cases,the program generatorwill not list every
device and node that was not disabledbut will list the key
devices and nodes that, if disabled, will assure that no
Fig. 8. Executabletest for lJ1 in Fig.7 showinginclusionof
device bused to the device under test is enabled (this is
the disable vector for U2.
becauseof a common enable for many outputs). If IPG-II
generatesa comment
required for each node is specified in each node's assign removes a unit from a device test, it
from the test.
removed
was
that
a
unit
user
informing
the
asare
statement. All nodes required to disable the buses
the topology
between
a
conflict
finds
IPG-II
program
Whenever
The
Disablegroup.
pins
named
signed to a set of
generator also adds an inputstatement that specifies Disable- around a device and a vector, it generatesa comment informing the user of the conflict. If a test unit was removed
groupto the device's test program.
becauseof this conflict, the conflict comment appearsright
After all digital units and vectors that conflict with the
below the removed unit comment; otherwise,it appearsat
topology around the device have been removed, the disable
preset,count'or
the location of the removed vector's execute,
The
execute
unit.
placed
first
digital
above
the
vector is
of the vector
the
name
shows
The
comment
callstatements.
vector statements (or a repeat loop and an execute vector
conflict. Pin
has
the
name
that
pin
node
name
or
the
and
statement) are placed inside of a new unit. The execute
with a node
is
the
conflict
where
in
cases
shown
names
are
has
which
statements refer to a vector called Disablevector
names
Node
or
unconnected.
unknown,
low,
or
high,
tied
comby
the
is
created
vector
block.
Disablevector
no defining
comThe
in
conflict.
pins
are
tied
together
if
piler to set all the pins to their default settings. Disablevector are shown
for
the
conflict--conflict
reason
the
indicates
ment
also
may be executed several times before the test starts. The
with pin tied high, conflict with pin tied low, conflict
number of times it is executed is determined by the disable
with pin tied to an unknown value, conflict with an unwas
constructed.
which
Disablevector
from
statements
connectedpin, and conflict between pins tied together.
Modifying Library Tests
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for a BoardTestSystem
DigitalSubsystem
by Matthew L. Snook and Michael A. Teska

I N ANY PRODUCTDEFINITION, it seemsthat a major
I ist.-,eis how to divide featuresinto software and hardI *a"" implementations.However, often certain product
featurescan only be realized in hardware becauseof their
very nature. The digital hardware subsystemfor the HP
3065H Test Station of the HP 3065 Board Test Systemwas
designed to address universal test needs in the areas of
fault coverage,cost, performance,easeof operation, and
throughput in addition to a multitude of specific digital
in-circuit test needs. These needs include long complex
pattern sets,a high pattern rate to meet the minimum clock
rate required by dynamic devices, short test duration to
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minimize the potential for damageto overdriven devices,
high throughput to minimize testing costs,and a set of test
vectors known as a homing sequenceto initialize some
sequentialdevices to a known statebefore testing.
A traditional architecture approach might have addressed most of these goals by simply using more highspeedRAM behind the test pins to store a greaternumber
of test vectors.However, this leads to higher costs and to
lower system throughput becauseof the large amount of
test pattern data to be downloaded, which is by far the
controlling factor in determining throughput' The HP
3065H architectureusesone local high-speedcontrol card

Disc Memory

3065C
Syslem
Controllel

to sequence the proper execution of test vectors residing
on several digital scanner cards, each containing RAMbacked digital drivers and receivers.

Board Test SystemOverview
Thebasicarchitecture
for theHP3065BoardTestSystem
is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1. The Hp 3065C
System Controller runs the board test program that sequentially tests each device on the circuit board under test.
Within the HP 3065H Test Station is a single high-speed
control card, called the vector processor card, and several
digital scanner cards. Each driver/receiver channel is multiplexed through relays and wiring to four spring-loaded
test pins in the "bed-of-nails" test fixture designed for the
board under test (see cover photograph). A vacuum in the
test fixture assembly pulls the board under test down to
connect its circuit nodes to the spring-loaded pins. There
are twelve channels per digital card and tp Io 22 of these
cards can be installed in the HP 3065H, resulting in up to
264 channels multiplexed to 1056 nodes on theboard under
test.
By placing a great deal of emphasis on the capabilities
of the high-speed control card, the HP 3065 Board Test
System was designed to perform long complex pattern sets
of both an algorithmic and manual nature, do real-time
pass/fail checking off-line from the host system controller,
provide pattern rates up to 2.5 MHz, and much more.
Throughput limitations imposed by the time required for
memory accesses are eased by downloading only a small
amount of information and allowing the high-speed control
card to create the long complex patterns programmatically.
The HP 3065C Controller downloads all of the test pattern
data for a specific device test from disc memory to the
vector processor card and digital cards. This data includes
the vector data for the pin RAM on the digital cards, the
sequence program for the program RAM on the vector processor card, and other specific test parameters to be set up
on various cards. The vector processor card then takes over
control and locally executes the program to test the device,
giving pass or fail results to the controller when finished.
This allows the controller to perform other tasks during

Fig. 1, Architecture of the Hp
3065 Board fest System.
test execution, which increases system throughput.
To execute a particular vector, the vector processor card
issues the proper vector address to all pin RAMs, accesses
the test vector data consisting of drive data and expected
response data, clocks the vector data, waits a programmable
receive delay time, samples the response data, and then
examines the pass/fail result indicating whether all of the
responses were correct or not.

DigitalSubsystemArchitecture
Fig. 2 shows an expanded view of the digital subsystem
architecture with a more detailed block diagram of the
vector processor and digital scanner cards. The vector processor consists of a 4K x 32-bit RAM with 32-bit instruction
words which are addressed by the sequencer and clocked
into the pipeline register for execution. The sequencer controls execution of program flow by doing conditional and
unconditional branches. The ALU (arithmetic logic unit)
and registers are used for repeat loops, parameters for subroutines, and algorithmic counter generation. The priority
encoder and indirect address RAM are used for algorithmic
counter generation as explained later. The multiplexer
selects one of three sources to be used as the vector address
depending on whether the vector is a simple vector, a parameter vector, or an algorithmic counter vector. The timing
and control block consists of a two-phase 10-MHz clock
circuit and an algorithmic state machine that control the
entire vector processor card program flow. The timers measure the programmable time relationships of the clock and
control signals sent to the digital scanner cards.
After a vector address is issued to the digital cards, the
vector data is accessed from the 1K x 4-bit test pin RAM
and clocked into a l-K flip-flop. The two bits clocked into
the J-K flip-flop can indicate one of four possibilities: 0, 1,
keep (K), or toggle (T). Keep means that the next state is
the same as the present state and toggle means that the
next state is the opposite of the present state. The state of
the J-K flip-flop indicates the expected response or the
drive state that the driver will drive. The third bit in the
pin RAM is for driver enable to turn the driver output on
or off (high impedance). The last bit is the mask bit used
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Digital Test Throughput
Testingdigitaldeviceson a systemsuchas the HP3065Board
Test Systeminvolvesapplyinga set of digitalstimulussignals
to the deviceto be testedand verifyingthatthe digitalresponses
generatedby the device are correct.A typicaltest involvesa
patterns,calledvectors,
sequenceof these stimulus/response
to test for a varretyof manufacturingdefects that might affect
the correctoperationof the device on a printedcircuitboard
(Fis 1).
The trend, as devicesbecome largerand more complex,is
for the correspondingtests to grow similarly.This meansthat
vectorwidth)and morevectors
testsinvolvemorepins(increased
(increasedvector depth).In addition,usersfrequentlywish to
add functionalsubteststo the device tests,again resultingin
largerdigitaltests.
Test size can be viewed as the productol the width of the
vectors (the number of device inputs and outputs)and the
numberof vectorsin the test.For a typicalTTLpart,this doesn't
looktoo alarming-16 pins times200 vectorsrequires3200bits
of informationto specifythe test. However,as devicesget larger,
gets quicklyout of control-64 pins
the amountof information
Theprobtimes2000vectorsrequires128,000bitsof information.
numbers
lemis compoundedby thefactthatthereareincreasing
of suchdeviceson a typicalcircuitboard,and eachdevicemust
have its own test. All of this informationmust be created,stored,
retrieved,and transferredto the test-headelectronicsas part of
the generationand executiono{ digitaltests.
The HP 3065 addressesthis potentialtesting bottleneckwith
a combinationof hardwareand softwarefeatures.One goal ol
the hardwaredesignfor the HP 3065was to reducelhe amount

of informationneeded to generatethe vectorsmakingup the
The
test.The designwas guided by a numberof observations.
firstobservationis that the vectorsappliedto the deviceunder
test generallyinvolvea fair amountol redundancy.The same
vectorpatternis frequentlyused in variousportionsof the test.
The same sequenceof vectors,with possiblya few vector differences,is also repeatedfrequentlywithinthe sametest.The HP
3065 takes advantageof this by separatingthe storageof the
Uniquevecvectorsf romthe sequenceof executioninformation.
tors are stored in vector RAMs,and a special processor,the
vectorprocessor,controlsthe sequenceof applicationof these
vectorsto the device.Thisprocessorpermitsrepeatloops,suband repeateduseof thesamevector.
routines
withparameters,
A secondobservationis thatthe vectorsthemselvesoftenhave
a great deal of similarityThe HP 3065 takesadvantageof this
by permittingvectorsto be specifledin terms of the changes
(toggles)or nonchanges(keeps)from the last vectorexecuted
(Fig 2). As an importantspecialcase,vectorsareoftenthe same
exceptfor a particularsubsetof the pins that have a counl associatedwith them-address pins are a typicalcase. For this
case,the HP 3065hasthe capabilityof generatingthese"count"
with the resultthat literallythousandsof
vectorsalgorithmically,
vectorscan be generatedusingvery compacttests.Thiscount
powerfulwhen coupledwith the ability
capabilityis particularly
of the HP 3065 to calculatea cyclic redundancycode (CRC)
checksumfor the deviceoutputsover all the vectorsappliedto
the deviceundertest.Usingthis capability,extremelycompact
tests can be createdfor ROMs by using the count featureto
generateaddressesand the CRC capabilityto specifythe ex-
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Fig.2. Digitatsubsystemarchitectureof the HP 3065H fest Statlon(see Fig. 1) Althoughonly
the pin electronicsblock diagramfor one testchannelis shown,thereare 12 channelson each
digitat scannercard and the HP 3065Hcan accommodateup to 22 cards or 264 channels.
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Vectors

Fig. 1, Digital in-circutt lestlng is defined by vectors that describe the input testpatternand the expected responsepattern for a device.

Unique
Vectors

' t : 0000
2 : TTKK
3 : KTKT

+

Test
Sequence

Test
Patlerns

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
2

0000
11 0 0
1001
0 10 1
0000
0000
0 10 1
1001

Fig. 2. By using keep and toggle descriptions,the number
of vectors required to describe a long set of digitat tesl patterns can be greatly reduced, increasing test throughput and
reducing data storage size. ln the above example, three
unique keepltoggle vectors can be used to form a resr sequence of eight lesl patterns.
pectedROM data contentsconcisely.
Evenwiththe advancedarchitecture
of the Hp 3065naroware,
the amountof data associatedwithtestingthe digitalpartson a
boardcan be significant.
Theprimarybotileneckassociated
with
digitaltestingis stillgettingeachtestfromthe systemcontroller,s

when the response is not to be tested. Therefore, there are
nine basic states that the vector data can indicate: drive 0,
drive 1, drive keep, drive toggle, receive 0, receive 1 , receive
keep, receive toggle, and X (don't care-receiver masked
and driver off). The concept of keep/toggle vectors is a key
feature in being able to generate a large number of test
patterns from a small amount of downloaded data (see box
on page 16).
All channels used for a single device test (up to 264)
have their compared responses ORed together to create a
single pass/fail line which is monitored in real-time by the
vector processor card after each vertor. This pass/fail result
can indicate a truly failing vector, or can be used as a test
condition for a conditional jump statement at the end of
a homing sequence loop (e.g., "jump" out of the loop if
"passed").
Each digital scanner card also has all twelve channels
of compared response fed into a parallel input cyclic redundancy check (CRC) generator on that card. The CRC
generators on all cards are simultaneously clocked with
input data on selected vectors until the test is complete

drsc memoryto the test hardware.Forthis reasonthe Hp 3065,s
softwareis speciallydesignedto enhancespeed throughthis
bottleneckby tuningthe softwareand data organization
to supportthe normalway thatdigitaltestingis donefor a printedcircuit
board The key is that the typicalboardtest willtest all devices
in a specificsequencethatdoes not vary.To takeadvantageof
this, digitaltests are storedin a speciallyorganizedfile called
the turbofile.Thisfile is builtto occupycontiguousblocksof the
disc and containsthe tests in the orderthat the boardtest will
needthem.Thesoftwareto executethe digitaltestsusesa large
buflerin memoryfor readingin the testsso that as testingproceeds each disc access readsin a numberof digitaltests.By
doingthis,disc accessoverheadcan be sharedovera number
of tests,reducingdramatically
the overheadper test causedby
disc accessing.The advancedhardwarearchitectureoermits
compactteststhat make this schemefeastble.As an examole,
a disc access might take 40 milliseconds
on the average.Because of the HP 3065's softwarestructure,a block of 20 tests
can be read during one access,resultingin 2 milliseconds
of
overhead associatedwith each test insteadof 40 milliseconds
of overheadper testif eachtestwerereadfromthe disc individually.A secondpartof tuningthesoflwarefor increasedthroughput
is to makemaxjmumuseof the DMAinterfacebetweenthe system
controllerand the test-headelectronics.
Testsin the turbofileare
set up to requireno processlngat run time beforeinvokingthe
DMAtransferfromthe controiler
lo the testhead,and thesetests
are furtherdesignedto performrelay closureoperationsthat
requiresettlingdelaysat the beginningof the DMA operation.
This overlapsthe downloadingof the test'sdata with the delay
requiredfor the relaysto settle.Thus,a typicaldigitaltest gets
loadedintothe test headwhrlerelaysare closingand the download time is typicallymaskedentirelyby relayclosurerrme.
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and a signature is generated from the bit stream. Thus, all
outputs of a device can be captured with only one application of the test stimulus which, for example, is an ideal
way to verify the contents of a large ROM.
The design of the vector processor card includes features
that help execution speed such as one level of pipelining
instructions, two-phase 10-MHz clocks to allow two sets
of circuitry to communicate with each other at a high rate,
the prefetch of instructions and execution when possible,
a special algorithmic state machine that executes each instruction as quickly as possible (rather than all at the rate
of the slowest one), and a minimal instruction set customized for this application. By using generous portions
of conventional high-speed RAM and bit-slice processor
components, these features were achieved without the need
for custom devices.
The vector processor card supports other vector sequencing hardware features that include subroutines with up to
16 vector addresses passed as parameters, repeat loops up
to a count of 65,536 times with up to 16 levels of nesting,
and algorithmic counter generation of up to sixteen simul-
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taneous 16-bit counter fields.
The fact that the vector data is stored in the test pin RAM
and is accessedby sendinga vector addressfrom the vector
processorcard meansthat the samevector may be accessed
repeatedlyduring a test.This reducesthe number of vectors
that have to be stored for a test and thereby reduces the
amount of datato be downloadedfor a test,which increases
throughput.
Keep/Toggle Vectors
Keep/togglevectors allow the next state of a test pin to
be determined by the current state. It can be observed that
for a set of N-bit-wide patterns in which only one bit
changesbetween successivepatterns,there exists a set of
only N unique keep/togglevectors that can be used to describe any such change.For example, an B-bit Gray code
counter in which only one bit changesbetween successive
patterns would then require only eight unique keep/toggle
vectors in which only one bit togglesfor each new vector
and the rest are kept the same. See box on pages 16 and
17 for another examPle.
This simple but effectiveconceptis usedby the hardware
to create a counting sequenceup to N bits wide algorithmically on any set of test pins by simply accessingthe N
unique vectors in the proper sequence.The reduction in
downloaded data is substantial since the creation of an
N-bit counter that can count through 2N states requires
only N unique keep/togglevectors plus one initialization
vector. In the HP 3065H Test Station, N is a maximum of
16. Hence, 65,536 test patterns can be createdfrom only
16 keep/toggle vectors. Other algorithmic counter sequences are also implemented just as simply by using a
different set of unique keep/togglevectors, including a
binary up-counter and down-counter'
An example of the dramatic data reduction is the library
test for a 2K x B PROM that testsall t6,38+ bits of the PROM
by algorithmically generating 2048 test patterns from only
12 unique downloaded vectors,resulting in a downloaded
data reduction of 171 to 1.
The beauty of this architecture is that the same pin electronics hardware and relay multiplexing are used for all
of thesefeatures.Any test channel can be bidirectional on
the fly, can change at the maximum pattern rate, can be an
algorithmic counter pin or simple vector pin, etc.
Digital Scanner Card
Digital signal quality was one of the primary design con-
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siderations in the design of the digital scanner card. At
issue is the quality or fidelity of the signals at the device
under test (DUT), and hence, the quality of the test.
Before we get into details on the methods to achieve
good signal quality, let's first examine what will happen
with poor signal quality. Someof the possibletesting problems causedby poor signal quality are:
r Double clocking
r CMOS latch-up
r Oscillations
I Nonrepeatabletests.
Thesetesting problems are causedprimarily by glitches,
voltage overshoot and undershoot, and slow edge speeds
(rise and fall times) in the stimulus applied to the DUT.
Glitches are the most prevalent and most difficult problem to solve (seeFig. 3). They can be responsiblefor the
double clocking of a circuit (a counter,for example)'causing the test to fail. Glitches can also lead to unrepeatable
tests when they are causedby other events during the board
test that may not occur each time the test is run (for example, homing loops may be executeda different number of
times depending on how the board powers up). These
glitches may appear on control lines and cause a part to
reset or perform other unintended operations.
Glitches can be causedby crosstalkin the test fixture or
in the test system if proper care is not taken in the test
system design or the test fixture wiring. They can also be
causedby capacitiveterminations at the end of a transmission line (which the test fixture contains,regardlessof the
wiring schemeusedJ.
Overshoot and undershoot occur when a transmission
line (the wires in the test fixture) is terminated with an impedance greater than the characteristic impedance of the
line. (This is very common when testing CMOS, whose
impedance is typically about 500O).The size of the overshoot and undershoot increaseswith the edge speed (rise
and fall times) of the source (in this case,the board test
system).Of course,overshootand undershoot can also be
causedby poorly designedpin scanning electronics.
Very slow edgesat the DUT can causethe DUT to oscillate. This occurs becausethe input of the DUT is held in
its switching region (for TTL, between 0.8V and 2.4Y) Iot
a long enough time to let noise on the input (from the
output switching) causethe device to oscillate. If the impedance of the source driving the input is sufficiently high,
the noise may be so severe that even when the source
reachesits steady-statevalue, the input may still be moving
through the switching region, causing the oscillations to
continue. As before, the design of the pin scanning electronics alsoinfluencesthe edgespeedof the test stimulus.
The digital scanner cards are designedto reduce these
problems.The most significant featureof thesecardsis the
use of microstrip transmission lines. The printed circuit
board is done in such a manner that the tracesconnecting
the pin electronicsto the test fixture have a characteristic
impedance of 90O. The test fixtures that interface the HP
3065H Test Station to the DUT (seeFig. 4) use twisted-pair
cable which also has a characteristicimpedance of go0.
There are severaladvantagesto using twisted-pair cable.
Crosstalkis reduced becauseof the shielding effect of the
twisted-pair ground wire and the mutual inductance be-
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other digital scannercardsis of higher impedance(because
of trace lengths, etc.) the current returns primarily to the
card that supplied it.
Common mode coupling on the DUT is also reduced by
wiring the other end of the ground wire of the twisted pair
to the ground pin of the devicebeing overdriven(not necessarily the DUT) and the signal wire to the output of the
device being overdriven (not necessarilythe DUT). This
reducesthe possibility of overdrive currents summing on
the DUT ground planes and causing common mode coupling, thereby creating unrepeatabletests.
to using twisted-pair cable.
Therearea few disadvantages
The digital scannercards are designedto minimize these.
As mentionedearlier,capacitivelyterminatedtransmission
lines can causea glitch at the DUT. This is most commonly
found when the DUT is driving the test system(that is, the
HP 3065 is receiving a pattern from the DUT). In this situation, the driver is disabled (if this is a bidirectional node)
and the receiverhas a high-impedanceinput. This is necessary so that the test systemdoesnot load the DUT. However,
the driver and the receiver have capacitancesassociated
with them. The digital scanner cards reduce this capacitance by careful design of the test pin electronics' The
actual driver and receiver modules use surface-mounted
parts. This reduces trace length and moves the circuitry
away from the ground plane, thereby reducing the capacitance. To reduce the effect of the remaining capacitance,
a small amount of inductance is put in series with the
driver and receiver to isolate the capacitance.
Another potential disadvantageis the possibility of overshoot and undershoot when terminating the twisted-pair
cablewith an impedancegreaterthan 90,0.Recall that this
is the casefor CMOS. The HP 3065 reducesthis problem
by giving the user the choice of two edgespeedsat which
to run tests. The slow edge speed (+0 V/ps into 90O) is
designed specifically for CMOS testing. Here the edge
speed has been reduced enough to reduce overshoot and
undershootto a level that greatlyminimizes the possibility
of CMOS latch-up.
Onefinal item that should be mentionedis that the length
of the twisted-pair cable is directly proportional to the
propagationdelay of the transmissionline. The longer the
line (and hence the longer the propagation delay), the
slower the edge speed becomesand the longer the DUT
must drive the characteristic impedance of the line.
Glitches caused by capacitive terminations also increase
in sizeasthe line becomeslonger.Hence,it is advantageous
to keep the line lengths as short as possible. The digital
scanner card has been designedso that the test pin electronics are very close to the test fixture connector. The
maximum distance from the connector to the pin electronics is about 10 inches.This minimizes the propagation
delay of the transmissionline and allows higher-speedtesting and high-quality signal waveforms.
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for the HP 3065Hfest StaFig. 4. fest wiringconfiguration
cablels usedto connectthe HP 3065Hto
tion.Twisted-pair
the boardundertest.
tween the two wires of the twisted pair. Initial placement
of the wires and subsequentmoving of the wires when
modifying a fixture do not causethe characteristicimpedance of the twisted pair to change. Since the DUT
waveforms are determined by the interaction of the load
and the transmissionline (twisted pair), and the transmission line does not change,the waveforms are very repeatable.The 90O transmissionlines also presenta low enough
impedance to the input of the DUT so that any noise
coupled to it from its output switching is small and does
not causeit to oscillate.
The use of twisted-pair cable greatly reduces common
mode coupling. This is because,in the ideal case,all the
current traveling up to the DUT on the signal wire is returned on the ground wire of that twisted pair. Hence,there
are no common paths in the ideal case.To approximate
the ideal case as closely as possible, the twisted-pair
grounds are all taken directly to a dedicatedground plane
on the digital scanner card. This dedicated ground plane
assuresus that the ground currents of the pin electronics
and associatedcircuitry do not causecommon mode coupling onto the signal ground. The dedicatedground plane
is connectedto systemground through two mercury-wetted
relays (seeFig. a). To reducethe chancesof common mode
coupling further, the dedicated ground plane for the
twisted pairs connectedto a digital scannercard is disconnected from system ground when the pin electronics of
that card are not in use.Thus no current can return through
the grounds of those twisted pairs. To reduce the currents
returned to other digital scannercardswith active pin electronics, a dedicatedoverdriving power supply is associated
with each digital scannercard. This supply floats, its only
ground connection being to its own digital scanner card.
Thus, the overdrive current supplied by a digital scanner
card must return to that card. Since the return path through
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Safeguarding
DevicesAgainstStress
Gausedby In-GircuitTesting
by VanceR. Harwood
N IN-CIRCUITDIGITAL TEST SYSTEM is a bully.
When the tester wants a device input low, it forces
the input low. It doesn't matter if another logic device is trying to drive the deviceinput high, the test system
alwayswins. Beinga bully hassomesignificantadvantages,
such as easytest developmentand good fault diagnostics.
However, this heavy-handedapproach can stressa logic
device in a manner that is usually not explicitly allowed
by the device's operating specifications.
Understandingthe severity and impact of thesestresses
was a key issue that faced the HP 3065 Board Test System
designteam when our investigationsinto digital in-circuit
testing began.A team of engineerswas assignedthe task
of understandingthe impact of in-circuit digital testingon
logic devicesand recommendinga course of action to the
rest of the design team.
The group amasseda list of possibledamagemechanisms
and analyzedthem one by one. Somedamagemechanisms
such as electromigration and dielectric breakdown were
found to be insignificant in regard to in-circuit testing.
Three items on the list--{MOS latch-up, bond-wire heating, and junction heating-seemed to have the potential to
damagedevices during a test, so these becamethe focus
of attention.
Most digital in-circuit test systemsusehigh-currentdriversto force the inputs of the deviceunder test to the desired
test condition. These drivers are connected to the board

Fig, 1. In-circuittestconnectionsto a NAND
gate.
under test by an interfacethat is customizedfor a specific
board.The interfaceis called a testfixture (seecover photograph) and usually consists of two plates, one that has
connectionsto the test systemand anotherthat has springloaded pin connections (bed of nails) to the board being
evaluated.Thesetwo platesareconnectedby wires of some
sortthat canvary in lengthfrom a few inchesto severalfeet.
The inputs to the deviceunder test areusually connected
to the outputs of other logic devices,but sometimesa logic
device has connectionsbetween its own outputs and inputs. The deviceunder test is not the one being overdriven,
but rather some outputs that are electrically connectedto
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Fig. 2. Overdrive characteristics
of a typical TTL LS digital device,
a 74L504(seeFig.3). (a) Fo:rard
characteristicfor forcing an output
high when the output is zero. (b)
Feverse characteristic for forcing
an output low when the output is
a one.

the logic function of interest. Fig. 1 shows the connections
for a simple NANDgate test. A worse-than-average situation
might occur when the eight inputs of a logic device are
connected to the eight outputs of an octal buffer. The outputs of the buffer could conceivably always "agree" with
the test system drivers, but the conservative approach is
to assume that the drivers and involved logic outputs are
always "disagreeing." The curves in Fig. 2 show how much
current is required to overdrive each output of a typical
TTL LS (low-power Schottky) part to a one or a zero level.
The worst-case drive current is always for the logic one
case, and can exceed 500 mA for some of the newest logic
families.
The result is that output transistors that might dissipate
ten milliwatts in normal operation are called upon to dissipate close to a watt for short periods of time. A typical
digital in-circuit test on the HP 3065 Board Test System
takes less than two milliseconds. Within that test period,
most driver outputs do not stay at the same value, but
rather change depending on the test requirements. Again
the conservative approach is to assume that a logic output
is overdriven to the worst-case level for the duration of the
test. Fig. 3 shows that the outputs of our example buffer
cannot be treated as being completely independent. The
output transistors all share a piece of silicon a tenth of an
inch square. Silicon's thermal conductivity is similar to
copper, which means that heat flows readily through the
chip. The output stages of the buffer all share the same
power and ground connection. This means that the bond
wires that connect the chip to the package leads must carry
the sum of all of the output currents. These bond wires are
made of gold or aluminum depending on the package type
and are about one thousandth of an inch in diameter.

cMos Larch-up
The latch-upproblemoccurswittr CMOS logic families.
If any input or output of a powered-upCMOS part has a
voltagemore than 500 millivolts aboveor below the power
This occurs
supply voltages,the devicemay self-destruct.
becausethe CMOS transistor structure forms a parasitic
silicon-controlledrectifierISCRIas shown in Fie. 4. If this
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Fig. 3. Photomicrographof a 74L504 digital lC chip and
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ing the parasiticSCB structurethat can cause latch-up.
SCR is turned on by excessive voltage on the I/O pins, the
device may destroy itself by drawing too much current.
The obvious solution for CMOS device protection is to
Iimit the voltage swings impressed on the board. However,
the combination of high-performance drivers and long
wires in the fixture can still lead to excessive voltage swings
at the device during in-circuit testing. The solution to this
problem is straightforward. The HP 3065's drivers have a
selectable slew rate which limits the voltage swings to a
safe range when used with twisted-pair test fixture wiring.
Bond-Wire Heating
Unfortunately it was not possible to eliminate the bondwire heating problem with a hardware solution. When high
currents are passed through the bond wires, they heat up
from resistive heating and if the current is sustained at a
high enough level, the wires will melt. The current through
each bond wire is not a controllable parameter, because it
is a function of the device being overdriven and the desired
voltage level. The only practical way to limit the temperature of a bond wire is to limit the length of time that current
flows in the wire.
A practical solution required that the team understand
the heating behavior well enough so that bond-wire temperature could be limited to a safe level without unduly limiting the allowed test durations. The problem was initially
modeled using an electrical analog approach. Later, the
result was double-checked with a finite-element simulation
and finally with a closed-form analytical solution.
A technique that measures the average temperature of
sample bond wires was used as an experimental verification of the model. Fig. 5 shows the time-versus-current
restrictions that limit the peak temperature of an aluminum
bond wire to less than 250"C.
The next task was to incorporate this protection into the
HP 3065 Test System. A simple hardware timeout was
unacceptable because any single timeout value would be
either too short or too long, depending on the current required for each test. The solution selected validates each
test before it is run on the test system hardware. The
maximum current in each of the overdriven packages is
predicted with the aid of device information contained in
the HP 3065's device test library and the maximum test
duration is computed by the system's software. The software is designed so that the test duration is minimized.
For example, initialization sequences have timeouts that
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fail a part as soon as it is apparent that the part will not
initialize. If the combination of test time and current would
cause more than the allowed temperature rise, the programmer is informed that the test has been reiected and will
not be executed.

JunctionTemperature
Limitingthejunctiontemperature
of the overdrivenoutput transistorsturnedout to be a two-partproblem.The
power dissipated in the junction is obviously important,
but there are sometimesother outputs on the same chip
that have to be consideredtoo. The junction heating problem turned out to be similar to the bond-wire problem in
that the only practical way to control the temperatureis
to limit the duration of the test.
The first passat modeling the junction heating behavior
used an electrical analogmethod of modeling. Direct temperaturemeasurementof the chip using internal protection
diodes as thermal sensorsshowed that this approachwas
too simplistic to describethe thermal behavior adequately.
The next pass at the problem used finite-element simulation to predict the peak temperatureof the junction. The
results of the simulation were surprising; it predicted that
the junction would exhibit considerableheatingwithin the
first microsecond of the overdrive condition. It also predicted that the temperaturedropped off rapidly with distancefrom the junction. Fig. 6 showsa typical temperatureversus-timecurve for single and multiple overdriven outputs. Notice how the number of overdriven outputs on the
chip is unimportant until approximately one millisecond
has passed.These results were verified by an analytical
closed-form solution of the problem and by temperarure
measurementstakenwithin 15 pm of the output transistor.
The HP 3065's software limits junction heating with almost the identical approachused to protect againstbondwire heating-by prescreeningthe tests to be run. But for
junction temperature,the critical parameteris power density instead of current and the thermal contributions from
other outputs must be added.Probablythe most important
differencebetween bond-wire and junction heating is the
differencein cooling characteristics.Bond wires have very
small thermal massesand hence cool rapidly. Junctions
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are effectively heat-sinked by the chip and its package, but
if heated, these thermal masses require substantial cooling
times. The software predicts how much heating will occur
and inserts pauses between tests when needed to allow for
cooling.
As a final confidence check of the HP 3065's safeguard
measures, hundreds of parts of different processes, part
numbers, and manufacturers were overdriven within the
constraints of the overdrive guidelines and then checked
for problems. Some of the parts were burned in for 1000
hours at 125'C followed by 1500 hours at 1b0"C to check
for any lifetime degradation mechanisms that might have
been missed. The results of the tests confirmed that the
devices were being kept within their safe operating limits.
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ExtensiveLibrarySimplifiesDigital
BoardTest Setup
by RandyW. Holmberg
HE LARGEST COST involved in owning a circuit
board tester is the cost of test progtamming. When
testing in-circuit digital devices, this cost can be
significantly reduced by using a library of preprogrammed
tests. Having device information and test safeguard data
readily available in a permanently stored library makes it
much easier for a test engineer to set up a test sequence
for a printed circuit board.
One of the major design objectives of the HP 3065 Board
Test System was to make ownership economical. For this
reason, development of a large, comprehensive device test
Iibrary was crucial to the success of the project.

Design Objectives
The devicelibrary provided with the HP 3065BoardTest
Systemcoversthe TTL, CMOS,and ECL logic families and
includes over 27OOSSI. MSI, and LSI devices.Becauseof
the large number of SSI and MSI devices on a typical
printed circuit board, the library designteam concentrated
most heavily on thesedevices.The LSI test group includes
most of the malor B-bitand tB-bit microprocessors,a variety
of peripheral devices, and many commonly used ROMs,
static RAMs, and dynamic RAMs.
The throughput of digital testing was a major concern.
The actual execution time of a test doesnot affectthroughput as much as the amount of time required to download
a test to the test head. Becauselonger testsrequire longer
download time, one of the library designgoalswas to concentrateon making the SSI and MSI tests as short as possible, consistentwith adequatefault coverage.Becauseof
the relatively lower number of LSI componentsper board,
minimizing LSI test length was not consideredso important
to overall throughput.
A library test's primary purpose is to detectmanufacturing faults. Thesefaults include improperly loaded devices
(either loading the incorrect device or loading the correct
device incorrectly), bent pins, or damageddevices.These
types of faults can be found by testing for I/O pin faults'
Pin faults are classified as nodes either "stuck-at-one" or
"stuck-at-zero" (usually referred to as SAI and sno). The
library tests are therefore aimed at detecting SAl and SA0
conditions on the I/O nodes.For many SSIand MSI devices,
this amounts to a complete functional test. If required,
additional functional testing may be added by the user.
Another important objectiveof the library was to be selfdocumenting. The source code for each device test is the
only documentationprovided with the library. Therefore,
the testshad to be written in a readable,consistentformat
that would be easyto understand.
Design Tools and Verification
The people writing library testshad to have a good intui-

tive knowledge of digital devices and a solid understanding
of the principles of digital testing. These people had to be
able to translate timing diagrams and data sheets into
thorough fault-detecting sets of test vectors.
In addition to writing device tests, a major task of the

combinalorial
assign VCC
assign GND

to pins 14
to pins 7

assign lnputs-AB to pins 1,2
assign Output-Y to pins 3
family

(a)

TTL

Inputs-AB
inputs
outputs output Y
!

*xx**x*************x,F{<***********************

vector Inputs_OO
set Inputs ABto"00"
set Output-Yto" 1"
endvector
vector Inputs-O1
set Inputs-ABto"01"
"1"
set Output-Yto
endvector
vector Inputs_10
set InputsABto"10"
set Output-Yto"1"
endvector

(b)

vector Inputs-11
set Inputs-ABto"11"
set Output-Yto "0"
endvector

!

***************f****t<************************

unit

(c)

"NANDgatetest"
execute Inputs-00
execute InPuts 01
execute Inputs-11
execute Inputs-10

end unit
Flg. 1. Library test example for a fictional single-element
NANDgate (see Fig. 2). (a) Declarallons sectlon. (b) Vector
definition section. (c) Execution sectlon.
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library development team was to devise methods of verifying the tests. Each library test had to be verified to prove
that it behaved the same as the real parts and to prove that
the test would indeed fail a part exhibiting any one of the
SA0 or SA1 faults. In addition, the verification had to be
virtually automatic.
One of two methods used for test verification relied on
TESTAID, the simulator software for HP's DTS-70 Digital
Test System. This simulator uses its own library of digital
devices to determine the effectiveness of test patterns. Its
library contains a majority of the devices in the TTL, ECL,
and CMOS groups stored in the HP 3065's library.
Automating the simulator verification required writing
a software package that translates an HP 3065 VCL (vector
control language) device test program (library test) into a
test program for the simulator. The simulator analyzes the
library test patterns using Boolean equation analysis and
the simulator's gate-level model of the device. The software
package then generates a report for the library test programmer, telling of any errors in the library test and listing faults
that the library test did not detect.
Automating the simulator greatly enhanced the productivity of the library test designers. Because of the large
number of parts to be included in the HP 306b's library,
test writing began long before actual test-head hardware
was available. The simulator was used to verify these tests.
It also increased the quality of the library by helping the
test designers learn better test techniques as they worked.
The simulator is sensitive to timing problems and fault
propagation problems that could result in failing good devices or making a test intermittent. The test designer was
notified of such problems immediately after writing each
test. This immediate feedback was a constant quality assurance check that greatly enhanced the test designer's
abilities.
The second method of test verification used the actual
HP 3065 test-head hardware. This method was used for all
devices that could not be verified using the simulator verification method. This included devices not contained in
the TESTAID library. In addition, a certain sample of the
tests already verified by the simulator method were verified
again with this method. This was done as a cross-check on
the reliability of the verification results generated by the
simulator.
Using a special test fixture and special test software, each
vector control language test could be run on the prototype
hardware, testing several real devices. The software
checked to see that the test completed successfully. Then
it automatically inserted all possible faults (one at a timeJ,
5V

3Y

1700
TTL Parts
(620/o)

308
LSI Parts
(11vol

247
ECL Parts
(s%l

498
CMOS Parts
(18%)

Fig.3. Distributionof digital parts covered by the test library
of the HP 3065 Board fest Sysfem.
using relays in the test head, and reran the test. A report
was then generated to summarize the performance of the
test. Any faults not detected by the test were reported. Like
the simulator verification, this method provided immediate
feedback to the test designer.
Handling Different Topologies
Developing a set of test patterns for most digital devices
seems at first glance to be rather straightforward. However,
testing in-circuit devices presents some special problems,
chiefly because the devices can be connected in various
topologies. The HP 3065's in-circuit test program generator
UPG-II) tries to make a library test fit the actual topology
on a given printed circuit board. For IPG-II to be successful,
the library tests must anticipate the most common topologies. It was not sufficient to write a test that could test
a device in a topology where all of its leads are free. Therefore, before extensive writing of device tests began, the
library development team defined test philosophies for
each category of device type to be tested. These served as
general guidelines to the engineers and technicians writing
tests. These guidelines considered not only the importance
of topologies, but also test throughput trade-offs and protection against potential device damage.

Descriptionof ActualTest
Librarytestsarewritten in threedistinctsections.(Refer
to the example test in Fig. 1 for a fictional single-element
NANDgate outlined in Fig. 2). The first section is the declarations section containing various descriptive information,
such as family, inputs, and outputs. Notice that names
chosen by the programmer are assigned to the various device leads, or pins. This simplifies programming and makes
the test easier to read.
The second section defines the vectors that the test will
need to use later. The programmer names the vectors descriptively to produce a more readable test.
The last section of the test is the execution section. This
is where the actual execution sequence is contained, using
the vectors previously defined. This section can use repeat
loops, homing loops, and subroutines.

Summary
Fig,2. Pin layoutfor frctionalsingle-elemenlNANDgate used
for library test example in Fig. 1.
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The initial objective was to have 27OOpart numbers in
the HP 3065'sdevice test library. The actual number completed was 2753 (seeFig. 3). This represents1700 TTL

devices,247 ECL devices,498 CMOS devices,and 308 LSI
devices. Some of the microprocessorsincluded are the
68000,8086,ZBooL 8080, 8085,and 6800.
Since introduction, the device test library has been used
with demonstrationboards,alpha-siteboards,competitive
benchmark boards,and customerboards.Resultsindicate
that the HP 3065's library tests cover 90% of the parts on
theseboards.In addition, the testsadaptedcorrectly to the
circuit topologiesbetter than 90% of the time.
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BoardTest
An Interpreter-Based
Environment
Programming
by Mark A. Mathieu
INCE AN AUTOMATIC in-circuit test program
generator(IPG-II)in the HP 3065builds most of the
test progtams for each circuit board, most of the
board test programmer's time can be spent debugging and
optimizing programs instead of developing them. To provide a strong debugging capability, an interpreter-based
system is used. As an added advantage of an interpreterbased system, the use of system-dependent compilers and
linkers can be avoided. Hence, the operating system of the
on an HP 1000 E-Series
underlying machine-RTE-64/M
Computer--can be more easily hidden behind a programming environment shell.

Board Test Basic
To add flexibility and power to the programming environment, a general-purposeBASIC-like language,Board
Test BASIC (BT-BASIC),was defined. Although similar in
most areasto the version of BASIC used by HP 9000 Series
200 Computers, some of the syntactic restrictions of that
Ianguageare removed. For instance, optional line labels
are used instead of line numbers and identifiers with
Iengthsof up to thirty-two charactersare permitted' A multiple-statement-per-line syntax is defined, providing a
powerful tool for the immediate-executecapability of the
interpreter. Some of the other features defined in Board
Test BASIC are:
iflend
r Block-structured statementsthat include loop/exit
if, and
loop(a general-purposeloop construct), iflelse/end
forlnext.
r Subprograms-both subroutines and functions-with
passed parameters.Variables in the main program are
also accessibleto subprogramsby way of the globalstatement.
r on conditions that enable a program to handle breaks
statements.
and run-time errorsvia call,goto,and recover
I Intrinsic functions that include scientific calculation

functions, bit and string manipulation functions, and
string/numeric and numeric/string conversion functions.
I Statements and functions specific to the board test environment. These include the ipg statement which invokes
IPG-II, the resistorstatement which tests a resistor, and
the autofilefunction which returns the identity of the test
fixture.
I Statements that provide a data logging capabilitywhich is necessary for understanding and controlling
the board test process.
I Statements and functions that provide HP-IB (IEEE 4BB)
and general-purpose I/O capabilities.
r Statements to support user-defined softkeys.
r Statements to provide a command editing capability.
The change,move, and deletecommands are examples'
By making editing statements and board-test-related
statements a part of the general-purpose test language,
learning to program in the board test environment is made
easier.

ProgrammingEnvironmentShell
The programmingenvironment shell consistsof a terminal screendisplay and a set of editing and execution features. The terminal screen fsee Fig. 1) is formatted into
four distinct areas:the status line, the command line, the
workspace,and the softkey labels. The status line is used
by the system to provide syntax error messages,run-time
error messages,and other information. The command line
is used to enter statementsfor immediate execution' The
workspace contains the program lines being edited (both
screen and command editing are supported). The softkey labels denote various useful functions for the current
application.
Screen editing involves the use of the keyboard to edit
the workspace. Keys such as NEXTPAGEand RoLL DowN
can be used to view the entire workspace. Keys such as
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DELete CHARacter and Cteln L|NE can be used to modify
portions of the workspace. Lines can be entered or modified
in the normal typing process.
Command editing involves the immediate execution of
statements that perform a function on the workspace such
as changing, listing, or finding. Several of the statements
are based on the concept of a "marked" region (see Fig. 2).
By using the marksoftkey, a section of the workspace ranging from a single line to the entire workspace can be delineated. The section can then be edited in much the same
way as the entire workspace and can be duplicated, moved,
or deleted.
As a line is modified or added to the workspace, an
incremental compiler validates the line syntactically. If the
line contains a syntax error, an error message is displayed
on the status line and the line must be corrected before
editing can occur on any other line in the workspace. In
this way, correct syntax for all lines in the workspace is
ensured. Besides validating syntax, the incremental compiler aids typing by performing three types of conversions
on source lines. Two conversions have the benefit of reducing the use of the SHTFTkey on the keyboard. One conversion automatically converts apostrophes to quotes, allowing the programmer to type string constants with apostrophes. The second conversion replaces the r character by
the I character when the programmer uses the \ to separate
statements. The third and most beneficial conversion allows the programmer to abbreviate keywords. This conversion automatically expands the keyword when the abbreviation is not ambiguous. In an environment where keywords
such as capacitor,potentiometer,and incircuitare commonly
used, the ability to abbreviate them as cap,pot,and inccomes
in handv.

The immediate interactive execution features of interpreter-based systems are well known. Board Test BASIC's multiple-statement-per-line capability, a large command stack,
and the ability to execute all but a handful of the statements
from the command line add to the power of those features.
The general lack of performance of interpreter-based systems is also well known. Some of the techniques used to
improve test execution performance in the HP 306b are
described later.

lmplementation
Techniques
Compilation. When a line in a Board Test Basic program
is compiled by the incremental compiler, a second form
of the line, called intermediate code, is generated and kept
with the source line as shown below for a typical program
line.
Line:

ipg "/boards/"& valg(Board),Errorlbeep

Intermediate code:
String constant
Numericr-valueidentifier
Operandcounter
Opcode
Opcode
Numeric l-value identifier
Operandcounter
Opcode
Operand counter
Opcode

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

/boards/
Board
1
valg
&
Error
2
ipg
0
beep

The intermediate code is the concatenation of the postfix
representations of the statements in the line. The postfix

Fig. 1. TypicalHP 3065programming terminal display,
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representation(reversePolish notation)for a statementconsists of cells corresponding to its operands, an operand
counter cell (not generatedfor the assignmentstatement),
and an opcode cell. Expressionsthemselves are postfix
constructs.However, operand counter cells are not generatedfor opcodesthat denoteoperatorsin BoardTestBASIC.
Special attention is given to operand cells corresponding
to identifiers in Board Test BASIC. Information on their
use is added to these cells for use during execution. To
avoid having to recompile eachline as a programis brought
opand load/store/re-store
into the workspace, gevsave/re-save
erations copy the intermediate code into and out of files
along with the sourcelines.
Execution. Conceptually,the interpreterresemblesa stack
architecturecomputer. Parts of the interpreter correspond
to a programmemory, a programcounter,an operandstack,
and a processingunit. In simple terms, executionamounts
to the following:
1. The cell in memory pointed to by the program counter
is fetched.
2. Tb'eprogram counter is incremented.
3. The cell is either placed on the operand stack (if it is
an operand) or executed (if it is an opcode).
4. Step 1 is returned to.
The execution of an opcode generally results in operands
being removed from the operand stack.
The intermediate code structure generatedby the compiler is specialized for editing. For execution, the intermediate code is copied as needed into the memory of the
interpreter. The memory structure is more compact than
the intermediatecode structureand also has betterlocality
(more easily restrictedto a portion of systemmemory).The
size and locality improvements combine to help the HP
3065'svirtual memory systemadapt the working set to the
executing program.
Copying the intermediate code into the interpreter's
memory does not in itself result in a running program.
Many of the functions that cannot be performed by the
incrementalcompiler must be performedon the first execution passof the program.Theseinclude, for instance,building symbol tables, locating destinationsof gotostatements
and subprograminvocations,and matching up block-structured statements.Sincethesefunctions aretime consuming
and areonly performedonce,a techniquecalled backpatching is usedto speedup subsequentexecutionpasses.Essentially, backpatchingis the technique of modifying the program in memory during executionto include newly learned
information. As a simple example, assumethat the statement printA is to be executedfor the first time. The operand
cell for the variable A specifiesthat it is a compiler-generated cell. Realizingthis, the interpreterautomatically-before stackingthe operand-tries to locate(insertingif necessary)the variable in the current symbol table.If successful,
the interpreterreplacesthe compiler-generatedcell with a
cell. Later executions
correspondinginterpreter-generated
of the statementare much quicker becauseno symbol table
cell.
processinghasto be donefor the interpreter-generated
Some of the first-executiontasks such as locating destinations of gotostatementsand subprograminvocationsand
matching up block-structured statements only involve
backpatchingas the final step in the processof their being

made ready for execution. Many interpreters have a prerun
process that performs these tasks by making a pass through
the program before execution of the program begins. Since
board test programs are often over one thousand lines long
and usually have long segments of code devoid of any
block-structured statements, it was decided that the
functions of a prerun process would be performed when
needed during the execution of the program by a process
called toor-AHeRo.
LOOK-AHEADis triggered by three events: a reference to
an undiscovered label, a reference to an undiscovered subprogram, and the execution of an opcode of a loop,if, or for
statement. As an example of toox-AHEAD in action, refer
to the program segment below.
goto L2

L! : loop
exit if A

if B then

:
:''"
end rt
end loop

L2: printA, B
Since the label t-z has not yet been discovered in the first
line, LOOKJHEAD is invoked. In searching for L2, LOOIC
AHEADencounters the label L1 and inserts it into the current
symbol table. Continuing on, LOOK-AHEADencounters the
loop statement and places it (and its location) on a stack.
This stack is used to validate nesting of block-structured

Fig.2 Terminal display of Fig. 1 showing a marked region
(inverse video in midscreen).
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statementsand provide information for backpatching them
into execution-ready code. The exitif, if, and elsestatements
are added to the stack shortly thereafter. Upon encountering the endif statement, LOOK-AHEAD
validates the iflelse/end
if structure, backpatches it into executable form, and removes the three items from the stack. The discovery of the
endloopstatement causessimilar processing for the loop/exit
iflendloop structure. Then LOOK-AHEAD
finds L2, inserts it
into the symbol table, and returns control to the interpreter.
To take advantageof the speed improvements causedby
backpatching, the executableform of the program is reused
on successiveexecutions.Since a board test program may
be executedmany times in succession(i,e., for an entire
production run of boardsJ,the speedimprovementsmade
during the first execution are repeatedly used. Empirical
results on board test programs show a six-fold speed increasebetween the first execution and successiveexecutions becauseof backpatching.
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Testingfor Short-CircuitFailures
by T. Michael Hendricks

HE PURPOSEOF THE HP 3065Board Test System's
Shorts test is to locate short circuits on printed circuit boardscausedby production problems like solder splashesand bent pins. For a variety of reasons,boards
may also contain short circuits that are known to be there.
Theseare not causedby production defects,but are inherent in the design of the board. Inductors, small resistors,
and printed circuit board traces are common sources of
known short circuits.
Becauseof the possibility of known short circuits, the
HP 3065's Shorts test is done in two stages.The first, or
learning, stage is intended to locate the known short circuits. During the learning stage,the Shorts test is run on
a known good board. Any short circuits found during the
learning stage are assumed to be inherent in the design of
the board and not causedby production problems. A list
of these known short circuits is stored internally in the HP
3065file systemfor use during the second,or testing,stage.
The two purposes of this stageare to locate any additional
short circuits (which presumablyare causedby production
defects)and (optionally) to confirm that all of the known
short circuits are actually present.
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ShortsAlgorithm
Speedwas the primary considerationin the designof
the HP 3065'sShortstest. Becausea maximally connected
network of N nodes contains on the order of N2 branches,
the problem of finding a short circuit in any branch is
inherently an N2 problem. The maximum number of nodes
th.eHP 3065 is capableof handling is roughly 1400,which
correspondsto approximately two million branchesto be
checked.An algorithm requiring this many individual operations would be unacceptablyslow, so a two-phase algorithm was choseninstead.
Both the learning and the testing stagesuse this twophase algorithm. The first phase is called the detection
phase. It is a sequentialscan of all nodes on the board to
determine if any short circuits are present. The detection
phase is a quick way of finding out if a board is free of
short-circuit failures and if so, passingit. It typically tests
many branchesin parallel, which gives it good speed,but
this can introduce ambiguity in the location of any short
circuits it detects. Therefore, if short circuits are found.
the second phase of the algorithm must be called. This
isolation phase is used to pinpoint exactly which

branch(es)are responsiblefor the detectedshort circuits.
The isolation phaseconsumessubstantiallymore system
resources than the detection phase. Efficiency therefore
demandsthat it be invoked as little as possible.This is the
reasonfor the separationof the Shorts test into a learning
stageand a testing stage.(Speedis less important during
the learning stagethan during the testing stage,since it is
a one-time task.) During testing, the known short circuits
are excluded from considerationso that they need not be
redetectedand reisolated.Unless the board has some unknown short circuits ffailures),the isolation phaseis never
invoked during testing.
The storedlist of known short circuits may be confirmed
during testing by an optional part of the algorithm called
the Opens test, The Opens test attempts to determine if
any of the known short circuits are missing.
Phantom Shorts
A phenomenon known as phantom short circuits can
have a profound impact on the speed of the Shorts test.
Becausethe detection phasetestsmany branchesin parallel, it is possible for it to find short circuits that are not
really present. For example, if the resistancethreshold is
50O, and the board contains a couple of 90O branches,it
is possiblethat at one point in the detectionphase,the two
90C)branches will be switched in parallel between the
source and the detector,giving the appearanceof a single
45O branch. Because 45O is less than the resistance
threshold,the detectionphaseconcludesthat a short circuit
is presentand it invokes the isolation phase.The isolation
phase ultimately tests the branchesindividually and concludes that no short circuit is present.UnJortunately,it is a
time-consumingalgorithm to run. This situation is referred
to as a phantom short circuit becausethe detected short
circuit disappearsupon closer inspection. Unlike known
short circuits, which are isolated once (during learningJ
and can be sidesteppedthereafter,phantom short circuits
must be reisolated on every board tested. It isn't possible
to omit them from considerationwithout introducing the
possibility of overlookingreal short circuits during testing.
lsolation Algorithm
It has already been statedthat the isolation phaseis the
most time-consumingpart of the Shortsalgorithm. The HP
3065 reducesthe impact of isolation on test throughput by
using a binary chop technique. Theoretically, this is the
optimal algorithm for isolating a single short circuit' When
the detection phase finds an apparent short circuit, it has
a detector connectedto a single pin (the FROMpin) and a
source connected to one or more pins (the TO pins). The
purpose of isolation is to determine which, if any, of the
circuit board nodes connectedto the To pins are actually
short-circuited to the node connectedto the FROMpin. It
does this by using a recursive algorithm that successively
divides the list of To pins in half.
For example (seeFig. 1), assumethat isolation is invoked
with pin 0 as the FROMpin and pins 1 through 4 as the To
pins. The isolation algorithm begins by considering all of
the To pins to be active pins. It divides the set of active
pins in half. It leavesthe relays correspondingto the first
half closed, but opens the relays in the second half after

noting that they need to be tested later by pushing them
to a run-time stack. It next samplesthe detector to see if
there is a short or open circuit. If there is an open circuit,
neither active pin in the first half (pin 1 or pin 2) can be
shorted to the FRoMpin, so they are exonerated.Neither
needbe testedagain.However,if the result is a short circuit,
it is possible that either active pin or both are shorted to
the FROMpin, In this case,the list of active pins is once
again bisected (this time the resulting halves consist of a
single pin each) with the first half remaining closed and
the second half opened. This bisection is followed by
another measurement.If the result is an open circuit, the
(single) active pin is exonerated.If the result is a short
circuit, the (single) active pin remains suspect. Because
the list of active pins has been reduced to a single entry,
it is possibleto statewith certainty that the current active
pin is shorted to the FROMpin. Note that it is not correct
to terminateisolation at this point. It is possiblethat several
of the original set of To pins are shorted to the FROMpin,
so it is necessaryto continue testing until each entry in
the original set has been tested.Whenever a short circuit
is found or a set of active pins is exonerated,the isolation
algorithm returns to the run-time stackand resumestesting
with a set of pins that was deferredin someprevious bisection. Only after the run-time stack is exhausted can the
isolation algorithm terminate.
This binary-chopisolation algorithmhastwo advantages.
It finds a single short circuit involving X TO pins in a
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Fig. 1. Example of use of binary-chop algorithm for isolating
a short circuit (betuveenpins 0 and 2 in this example). Here
pin 0 is designatedas lhe FRoMpm.
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maximum of 2 x logr(X) measurements. This offers a substantial speed improvement over the linear search that is
used in some test systems. It also reduces the impact of
phantom short circuits on execution speed. By successively
bisecting the set of active pins, it quickly reduces the
number of parallel paths to the FROM pin, meaning that
phantom short circuits usually disappear after only one or
two levels of recursion. This contrasts favorably with a
linear search that would require X measurements to recognize a phantom.
Node Ordering
The details of the detection phase are such that the
number of parallel paths decreases monotonically from the
first iteration to the last. This fact can be used to reduce
the incidence of phantom short circuits. As mentioned earlier, phantom short circuits can arise when several different
branches are tested in parallel and their combined resistance is less than the threshold, even though all of their
individual resistances are greater than the threshold. This
means that branches with small resistances are less likely
to cause phantoms if they are tested late in the detection
phase (because there are fewer in parallel) than if they are
tested earlier. To take advantage of this fact, the HP 3065's
in-circuit program generator (IPG-II) computes for every
node the parallel combination of all resistances connected
to that node. It then orders the nodes in the Shorts source
pin assignment in decreasing order of this effective resistance. This relieves the user of the burden of experimenting
to find the node sequence that yields the fastest test.
Transient Handling
Capacitors and inductors pose special problems for the
Shorts test by introducing transients into the response of
the detector. The operation of the Shorts test can be modeled as the application of a step voltage to the TO pin(s)
and the measurement of the response at the FROM pin at
some later time. If a capacitor connects the nodes assigned
to the FROM and TO pins, the response to the application
of the step is exponential. At the moment of application
of the step, the capacitor acts like a short circuit, but after
it charges up, it acts like an open circuit. Hence, if the
measurement is taken too early, the wrong result is obtained. Inductors behave in a dual but reverse way, first
appearing (incorrectly) as an open circuit and later appearing as a short circuit.
The Shorts test deals with these dynamic conditions by
repeatedly sampling the detector's response. The sampling
scheme is defined by three parameters: Tu, Tu, and To. T.
is the amount of time to wait between issuing the commands to establish the relay state in the scanner and taking
the first measurement. This time must be sufficient for the
relays to actuate and for the detector output to stabilize.
After T. expires, the detector output is sampled periodically with a period To. This periodic sampling continues
for a maximum time specified by T6. flhe user specifies
the value of T6 in the SETTLINGDELAYstatement.) The T6
interval begins at the end of the T" interval.
The details of the timing scheme are different between
the learning and testing stages. During the learning stage,
operation is as follows:
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r Take the first measurement at time Tu and start timer for
Tb.
I Starting at Tu, take a measurement every To seconds until
T6 has expired.
I If at any time during T6 the measurement changes state,
stop sampling and consider the new state to be the correct
one.
r Otherwise, consider the (constant) measurement to be
the correct one.
This approach maximizes the probability that the board
will be learned correctly. Both capacitors and inductors
are given time to reach steady-state values (if T6 is sufficiently long). Resistors have no similar dynamic behavior
so the measurement stabilizes instantly for them. The
rationale for the early exit when a state change is observed
is that a single-pole model for the measurement circuit
predicts that the signal being sampled can be no more
complex than a rising or falling exponential. Thus, it can
cross a threshold at most once. Under this model, once a
change is observed there can be no further change. Thus,
it is a waste of time to continue sampling. Surprisingly,
this means that branches containing inductors and
capacitors are actually learned faster than resistor branches.
During the testing stage, there is an expected result for
each measurement. During the Shorts test, open circuits
are expected, and during the Opens test, short circuits are
expected. This testing scheme operates as follows:
r Take the first measurement at time Tu and start timer for
Tb.
r If the first measurement conforms to expectations, stop
sampling and return the expected value.
r Starting at Tu, take new measurements every To seconds
until T6 has expired.
r If the expected measurement is obtained, stop sampling
and return the expected value.
r If T6 expires before the expected measurement has been
obtained, return the opposite of the expected value.
This algorithm has been designed to operate at maximum
speed. It never waits longer than necessary for the circuit
to stabilize. Since resistors theoretically stabilize instantly,
the initial sample conforms to expectations.and no further
sampling is necessary. For inductors or capacitors, the first
answer is likely to be inconect, but the algorithm waits
only until the transient has decayed.
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ReducingErrors in AutomatedAnalog InCircuitTest ProgramGeneration
by John E. McDermid
UTOMATED ANALOG IN-CIRCUIT test program
generation evolved from the need to reduce test
program development time. Early program generators furrctionedprimarily as typing aids, relieving the programmerof the tedium of coding but still requiring a large
amount of manual debugging. Other important program
characteristics,such as test throughput and ongoing program maintenance,were determinedby the competenceof
the programmer.As the programmerbeganto debuga test
program, changeswere made through an understanding of
how a board test system made in-circuit measurements.
This understanding,in effect,constituted a heuristic error
analysisof the circuit. The skill of the programmerand the
heuristic methods used significantly affectedthe throughput of a boardtest systemand the amount of progtam maintenance.required.
Today, most modern circuit board testers use similar
fundamental measurementprinciples to isolatethe components under test electrically. This article discussesseven
maior error sourcesin automatedanalogtest program generation and the application of the results of this type of
error analysis for improving board test throughput and
simplifying program maintenance. These results guided
the design of the analog test portion of the in-circuit program generator (IPG-II) used in the HP 3065 Board Test
System.
Sources of Error
The most commonly used analogin-circuit measurement
technique is shown in Fig. 1. Z* representsthe component
under test. The objectivesof this circuit are to force the
current 16to be zero (guardthe circuit)1 and to ensurethat
all of the source voltage V" is applied to Z*. Under these
conditions, the voltage Vo-- -P.flZ* is independent of impedancesZ^andZ,o,making the measurementindependent
of the surrounding circuitry. Note that a similar statement
can be made about the measurementcircuit of Fig. 2 when

Fig. 1. Standardanalog in-circuitmeasurementconfiguration
for unknown component 2,.

the unknown component is in the feedbackcircuit of the
operational amplifier A.
The models in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are highly idealized and
only approximately represent the realities of actual test
equipment. Either the programmer or the program
generatormust understand and successfullycompensate
for the nonideal conditions of source impedance, input
impedanceof the operationalamplifier, guard lead impedance, system residual impedances and their variations,
settling delaysin the amplifier circuit, basic measurement
accuraciesof the system,and intrinsic system noise. This
compensationmust be done within the constraintsof the
test philosophy (do the measurementsrequire traceable
accuracy?Jand the desired accuracygoals (are 5% pull-up
resistors measuredto 5% or 2\o/o?).An understanding of
these nonideal characteristicsis crucial to developing an
automatic in-circuit test program generator that can create
test programswith high throughput and low maintenance.
Source Impedance. A nonzero source impedance lowers
the actual voltage available from the source.The currents
I" and I* (seeFig. 3) both flow through the sourceresistance
R". This reduces the voltage acrossZ* by R"(I*+I,). This
error must be compensatedby either remotely sensingthe
voltage or increasing the positive tolerance for resistors
and inductors and decreasingthe overall tolerance for
capacitors.
Input Impedance. Under ideal conditions, the voltage at
the inverting terminal of the operationalamplifier is zero,
causingthe input impedanceat this terminal to be zero (a
virtual ground). The actual impedancein practical circuits
is not exactly zero, but is determined by 26: R/[A(s) + 1)
where A(s) is the open loop transfer function of the
amplifier (seeFig. 4).
If the amplifier has only a singlepole, then the equivalent
input impedance is an inductor of value Lt,:R/(2nf.J
in serieswith a resistor of value Ri":R/(A + 1). A is the

Fig,2, Measurementconfiguration with unknown component
Z, in feedback loop of operational amplifier.
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Amplitier

Fig. 3. One source of measurement error is introduced bv
source impedance 8".
open-loop dc gain of the amplifier and f" is the unity-gain
crossover frequency. The effect of this approximation in
the circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
The current I* now splits, some of it flowing through 26
and Zin and the rest of it flowing through the feedback
resistor. Because this current is smaller than it is in the
ideal case, either it must be remotely sensed or the positive
tolerances for resistors and inductors and the negative tolerance for capacitors must be increased. Note that when
lead impedances are important, these impedances should
be added in series with the input impedance.
Guard Lead Impedance. Guard lead impedance is the most
significant error contributor of the three lead impedances.
In Fig. 6a, the impedances Zu, Za, and R* form a wye network. This network can be converted to a delta network
as shown in Fig. 6b with values Zu' , 26' , and Z*' .If R" is
small in comparison wilh Z^ and Z,o,the values of Z^' ind
26' arc approximately the same as Z^ and 26. However, the
value of Z*' is ZuZ6lR".
Even small values of R, can be very significant when
guarding situations are difficult. For example, if Z* is 10 kf),
Zu and 26 are each 10O, and Ru is 0.1O, Ihen Z*' : 1000O.
This makes the measured value lower than the actual value
by more than one decade of resistance.
There are two important points to be observed. First, for
resistive impedances, this error is in the opposite direction
from those of source and input impedance, making error
cancellation possible. Second, if Z" and Z1oare reactive,
then Z*' may not be the same element type as Z*. The
difficulty of analysis may cause a test programmer to abandon an analytical choice of limits. Because of the possibility
of different component types and cancelling errors, the
programmer may find a very repeatable measurement on
a single board, but the board-to-board stability of the test
will be poor. The test program will fail good components
until the tolerances are adjusted by using some form of
statistical inference on a large number of boards. If this

process is not completed before production board testing
begins, high maintenance costs will result.
Residual Impedances. System residual impedances are impedances that are measured with an open circuit on the
test system. These impedances will make large resistances
appear smaller and small capacitors appear larger. Although the residuals for most test systems are small, their
variation as a percent of nominal value may be large.
Care must be taken that the variation in residuals is compensated either by the test program generator or during the
debugging technique. Consider the measurement shown in
Fig. 7a. Stray capacitance inside the test system (C",".") can
be as much as 900 pF and a residual impedance of approximately 10 is not uncommon for the impedance R" of the
guard lead. Fig. 7b models the error contributed by C"t.uu
and Rr. The current in the feedback resistor R, is of the
same magnitude as the measurement signal, since the impedance from the negative terminal to ground is one tenth
that of Z"and the voltage at the positive terminal is 0.1V..
Not only is the measured value of capacitance high by
IOOOo/o,
but it is highly sensitive to the value of \. A 20%
variation in R, will result in a ZOVovariation in Z*. If this
test is debugged on a system using a single board, this
problem may not be uncovered. It is important that problems such as this either be handled by the program
generator or be completely debugged using a technique
designed to uncover this type of problem. Failure to recognize this will result in the unnecessary replacement of good
parts and an increase in the associated manufacturing and
testing expenses.
Settling Delays. Settling delays occur whenever the poles
of the operational amplifier and the poles of the network
combine to place the closed-loop poles of the system near
the imaginary axis. These delays are very strongly affected
by the amplifier compensation originally chosen by the
amplifier designers. If the operational amplifier has a single
pole as shown in Fig. Ba, and the network also has a single
pole as shown in Fig. sb, then the root locus of the closedloop poles will look like Fig. Sc.
For normal values of amplifier gain, the closed-loop poles
will be complex and the settling delay will be inversely
proportional to the distance from the pole to the real axis.
If the measurement is being made in the feedback path, as
shown in Fig. 2, an additional pole (caused by the
amplifier's output impedance and Z) is introduced and

Detector

Fig. 4. Another source of measurement error is the input
impedance Z,n of the operational amplifier.
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Fig. 5. /f the amplifier in Fig. 4 has only a single pole, then
Z,ncan be represented by an inductor in serles wlth a resistor
as srrown.

Amplifier

Fig. 6. fhe wye network (a) containing the guard lead impedance
Rn can be converted to a delta
network (b) to determine its effect
on the measurementof 2,.

(b)

causes the locus to bend away from the first pole (Fig. Bd).
This causes the settling delay to become even longer, or if
the locus moves sufficiently, instability occurs.
The HP 3065 Board Test System and its predecessor,the
HP 3060,2 compensate for this problem by introducing a
series of pole-zero pairs along the real axis. The root locus
(when a single network pole exists) for these systems is
shown in Fig. 9. Under these circumstances the poles follow a locus of approximately constant damping factor.
Settling delays are then much shorter than those of a singlepole system.
Certain analog-to-digital detector characteristics can also
be used to reduce the effects of long settling delays. If an
integrating detector is used and the damped frequency of
oscillation of the amplifier output (Fig. 10a) is much higher
than the corner frequency of the detector response (Fig.
10b), a significant portion of the settling delay time can be
reduced. If the damped oscillation frequency can be predicted from a knowledge of the test system poles and the
component under test, then an appropriate combination of
settling delays and detectors can be selected by the test
program generator.
Measurement Accuracies. All instrumentation has basic
accuracy limitations. The degree to which these limitations
affect system performance depends on the size of the signal
being measured, the source accuracy, the accuracy and
dynamic range of the detectors, operational amplifier parameters, and the desired accuracy of the measurement.
Often these parameters are imbedded in the test system
where their characteristics are invisible to the programmer.
If a particular system is performing much better than the
general system specification, the programmer may inadvertently develop a test that is too stringent for another system

or for even the current system at some future time and
temperature.
It is important to realize that these problems can occur
in places other than those requiring high-accuracy measurements. Consider the example of Fig. 11. If the operational amplifier has an offset voltage of r0 pV, then the
error contribution to the output voltage is 10 mV or 1o/o.
However, if the actual offset voltage can only be controlled
to within 500 pV, the error can potentially be as much as
50%. A programmer would have no tool for detecting this
problem without running tests on different test systems or
at multiple temperatures.
Residual System Noise. Two types of system noise must
be considered. The first type, random noise, is generated
by broadband noise sources in the input devices. This noise
spectrum is modified by the transfer function of the operational amplifier circuit and the response characteristics
of the detectors. An example is shown in Fig. 12. The noise
voltage in the input devices of the amplifier is represented
by the source E.. In this particular example the noise generated by E. is approximately the same as if the input
device noise had been amplified with an amplifier of gain
A, and corner frequency fr. This noise is obviously much
higher than would have been generated by a resistor of the
same impedance.
The effect of the noise must be evaluated through the
detector characteristics. Although these characteristics will
vary with the type of system being used, some judgment
must be used in selecting the detector. The corner frequency of the detector should be low enough to limit the
noise to an acceptable level while not severely compromising system throughput.
The second type of system noise results from discrete

f-1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The stray capacitance in
the test sysfem combined with the
guard lead impedance as shown
in (a) can be modeled by the circuit shown in (b) to calculate its
effect on the measurementof 2,.
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Fig. 8. A single-pole amplifier (a)
and a single-pole input network
(b) results in a closed-loop root/ocus p/ot as shown in (c). By movtng the netvvorkto the feedback
path of the amplilier, anotherpote
is introduced as shown in (d),
caustng longer settling delays or,
in some cases,instability.

(c)

spectral components. Often these are related to power line
frequencies or the conversion frequencies of dc-to-dc converters used within the system. These frequencies can also
be evaluated through the transfer function of the measurement circuit and the total contribution projected. High-Q
responses of the circuit that fall near 60-Hz harmonics can
add large amounts of noise to the test signals. For these
situations it is important to evaluate the sensitivity of the
circuit response to discrete system noise components.

Resistors
Capacitors
Inductors
Transistors
Diodes
The program was then debugged again by an engineer
whose obiective was to understand the cause of each incor-

IPG-llResults
Using the results of the above error analysis, an improved
automatic test program generator UPG-II) was designed and
evaluated by testing a printed circuit board selected from
a group of boards populated with difficult-to-test component configurations. The test board was selected by an experienced board test programmer and was in his words
"One of the most difficult I have programmed." This board
had the following breakdown of automatically testable
analog parts:
Resistors
Capacitors
Inductors
Transistors
Diodes

mer (not IPG-II)was rerun and the yields of correctly programmedtestsdetermined.Theseyields were.

. 21,8
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.26
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The original test program generator used by the programjo
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Fig. 9. Ihe HP 3065 Board Test System compensates for
part of the settling delay problem by introducing pole-zero
pairs to the plot shown in Fig. 8c. This formsa locusof an
approximately constant damping factor.
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Fig. 10. lntegrating detector measurement system characlerisilcs. (a) Damped oscillation output of anplifier. (b) Response of integrating analoglo-digital detector versus freQUencv.

inal value was entered.
I Transistors(6 out of z0): All failed becauseof a known
algorithm defect.
r Diodes (0 out of 29): No failures.
When the causesof the failing parts had been corrected,
the boardtesttime was measured.The time was 43 seconds,
representing an improvement oI 2Oo/"over the optimized
result for the earlierprogramgenerator.It should be pointed
out that these results were not achieved at the expense of
long program generation times. The total test programming
time requiredfor this boardusing IPG-IIwas 31.5minutes.
Fig. 11. The error contribution by the offset voltage of the
measurement circuit's operational amplifier can be large.
rect test. These activities demonstrated that 43 devices were
untestable because of circuit topology and measurement
limitations of the system. Other tests were modified so that
time-consuming measurement options were used only
where needed. As a result of this manual debugging activity, the original board test time was reduced from g3 seconds to 54 seconds. The same circuit data base used to
create this program was then used to evaluate the new
program generator design (IPG-II).
When IPG-II was used to generate a board test for the
printed circuit board described above, 321 devices passed
initially. In addition, it conectly identified all of the 43
untestable parts as untestable. Each of the tests was measured for accuracy and repeatability using five good boards.
Those tests that failed to operate correctly or were marginal
were reviewed and the cause identified. The detailed breakdown of the causes of the 25 inconect tests is listed below:
r Resistors (11 out of ZrB):
5 required a change in the sense point for the guard
bus-a known algorithm defect.
4 had marginal tolerances when tested on multiple
boards.
required a change in the location of a remote sense
point.
failed because of an inappropriate potentiometer
model.
I Capacitors (6 out of 6S):
4 devices required a change in the sense point.
2 devices failed because of significant stray capacitances
not entered into the data base.
r Inductors (2 out of 4): Both parts failed because the actual
part values were too small to be accepted by the board
entry program. Both parts passed when the correct nom-

IPG-ll Features
The new IPG-IIprogramgeneratoris capableof modeling
the effect of:
I Source impedance (improved model)
r Input impedance (improved model)
. Guard lead impedance (improved model)
I Systemresidual impedances.
It is also capable of executing a complete sensitivity
analysisto establishthe variation causedby:
t A 2loh change in Z^ and Z1o
r Fixture contact resistance
r Fixture wiring resistanceand inductance
I Fixture residual capacitance
r Systemresistanceand inductance
I Systemresidual capacitance.
Settling delays are computed from the positions of the
poles and detectorsare selectedby analyzing the effect of
integration on the damped oscillations of the test network
response.
A table of the uncertainties causedby accuracy limitations of test systemcomponentsis included in IPG-II.These
inaccuraciesare added to the tolerancebounds generated
by modeling the component.IPG-II also calculatesuncertainties causedby random noise and discretespectralnoise
and adds them to the tolerance limits (spectral noise is
evaluatedout through the 160th harmonic of the ac power
Iine frequency).

Summary
An automatic in-circuit test program generator was modified to compensate for seven major sources of error and
evaluated on a difficult analog board. The original turn-on
rate (number of successful tests/number of devices to be
tested) for the board, without considering all seven major
error sources ,was 4\oh. The turn-on rate using the modified
program generator UPG-II, now used by the HP 3065 Board
Test System) was g3%. Of the 25 failing tests, 44% of the
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Fig. 12. System noise can be
modeled in the measurement cir
cuit by introducing a noisesource
En as shown in (a). lts effect on
the test response is shown in (b),
adding a peak at frequency f2.
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failures were caused by known (and easily correctable)
algorithm faults,2Oo/"were caused by inconect information
given to the program generator, and eO% (6 parts) required
further investigation. As an added benefit, the board test
time was 20% faster than that of a program debugged by
an expert test programmer. The cost of this improvement
was very low, requiring only 11.5 minutes of additional
computer time to generate the revised program.

CORRECTION
In the July issue,the complexresultfor the complicatedexpressionin the rightcolumn
ot page 26 is incorrect.The co(ect resultgivenby the HP-718Computerwitha Math
Pac is (3.00271
078983,.61
2622756366).
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